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Abstract
The natural world is known to consistently abide by scientific laws that can be ex-
pressed concisely in mathematical terms, including differential equations. To understand
the patterns that define these scientific laws, it is necessary to discover and solve these
mathematical problems after making observations and collecting data on natural phenom-
ena. While artificial neural networks are powerful black-box tools for automating tasks
related to intelligence, the solutions we seek are related to the concise and interpretable
form of symbolic mathematics.
In this work, we focus on the idea of a symbolic function learner, or SFL. A symbolic
function learner can be any algorithm that is able to produce a symbolic mathematical
expression that aims to optimize a given objective function. By choosing different objective
functions, the SFL can be tuned to handle different learning tasks. We present a model
for an SFL that is based on neural networks and can be trained using deep learning. We
then use this SFL to approach the computational task of automating discovery of scientific
knowledge in three ways.
We first apply our symbolic function learner as a tool for symbolic regression, a curve-
fitting problem that has traditionally been approached using genetic evolution algorithms.
We show that our SFL performs competitively in comparison to genetic algorithms and
neural network regressors on a sample collection of regression instances. We also reframe
the problem of learning differential equations as a task in symbolic regression, and use our
SFL to rediscover some equations from classical physics from data.
We next present a machine-learning based method for solving differential equations
symbolically. When neural networks are used to solve differential equations, they usually
produce solutions in the form of black-box functions that are not directly mathematically
interpretable. We introduce a method for generating symbolic expressions to solve differ-
ential equations while leveraging deep learning training methods. Unlike existing methods,
our system does not require learning a language model over symbolic mathematics, making
it scalable, compact, and easily adaptable for a variety of tasks and configurations. The
system is designed to always return a valid symbolic formula, generating a useful approxi-
mation when an exact analytic solution to a differential equation is not or cannot be found.
We demonstrate through examples the way our method can be applied on a number of
differential equations that are rooted in the natural sciences, often obtaining symbolic ap-
proximations that are useful or insightful. Furthermore, we show how the system can be
effortlessly generalized to find symbolic solutions to other mathematical tasks, including
integration and functional equations.
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We then introduce a novel method for discovering implicit relationships between vari-
ables in structured datasets in an unsupervised way. Rather than explicitly designating
a causal relationship between input and output variables, our method finds mathematical
relationships between variables without treating any variable as distinguished from any
other. As a result, properties about the data itself can be discovered, rather than rules
for predicting one variable from the others. We showcase examples of our method in the
domain of geometry, demonstrating how we can re-discover famous geometric identities
automatically from artificially generated data.
In total, this thesis aims to strengthen the connection between neural networks and
problems in symbolic mathematics. Our proposed SFL is the main tool that we show
can be applied to a variety of tasks, including but not limited to symbolic regression.
We show how using this approach to symbolic function learning paves the way for future
developments in automated scientific knowledge discovery.
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How can you remain patient
with that which you do not fully
understand?
Noble Qur’an, 18:68
It is a tremendous, and perhaps undeserved, blessing that the world we live in is gov-
erned at every level by consistent patterns. Rather than reducing to unpredictable chaos,
the mechanics of the universe, ranging from the celestial motion of the stars to the be-
havioural tendencies of submolecular structures, seem to unwaveringly abide by a system
of order and regularity. To understand the nature of the patterns behind these phenom-
ena is to wield a knowledge about how different beings operate and interact, allowing us
to make accurate predictions, reach intelligent decisions, and even ruminate on possible
philosophies behind the workings of the universe.
One thing that helps enormously is the fact that the patterns underlying most of the
natural world are quantifiable and, when presented correctly, understandable. “Mathe-
matics is the language in which God has written the universe,” Galileo is quoted as having
said, and although this particular utterance may be apocryphal, the message has been
repeatedly confirmed. Countless examples of natural phenomena have been successfully
modelled using concise mathematical formulations represented as symbolic expressions.
These expressions, as elegant as they are reliable, provide an empowering sense of insight
on the inner workings of the world.
Although nature tends to abide by mathematical laws, it does not openly reveal them.
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Behaviour, however regulated, must be observed and analysed in order to uncover the
models underlying the patterns. The methods of developing these models may vary, but
they all are based on the same learning process: gathering and processing observed data
in order to obtaining new knowledge in the form of useful generalizations.
In the case of scientific laws, such as the mathematical equations that describe natural
phenomena in the physical world, the techniques used for learning might traditionally
involve a good amount of human ingenuity. Major breakthroughs often were not possible
without the contributions of the likes of Newton or Einstein. Reaching a development
might often require a creative mind, sharp insight, and sheer grit.
With the passage of time and the cumulative advancement of technology, tools are
available now that previous generations of scientists could not have had access to. Ma-
chines now are capable of replacing humans in a variety of tasks, and not all of them are
purely physical. The widespread rise of machine learning, artificial intelligence, and big-
data computing, over the past few years, have made automation possible for a myriad of
applications. This includes tasks that, until now, required an active input of human intelli-
gence. It is only natural to question, then, whether algorithms might meet similar success
when tasked with producing new results in science. Could the discovery of knowledge
about the world around us be automated?
1.1 Three Tasks in Knowledge Discovery
Consider the example of the motion of an object of mass m falling to the ground from
a height, influenced by both gravitational acceleration and air resistance. The object’s











where k and C are constants that relate to the initial falling velocity and the strength of air
resistance. This is an example of an explicit mathematical formulation of a purely physical
phenomenon, where the velocity of the object depends on quantitative factors, including
the point in time at which it is measured.
Or, for example, consider the dispersion of heat energy along a uniform rod along one
spatial dimension. The heat energy, u, present at any given position x at a given time t is








where α represents a measure of diffusivity. A particular solution can be specified by
providing initial and boundary conditions for the given situation. In this case, we have a
physical phenomenon modelled indirectly, where the amount of heat energy, as the quantity
of interest, is defined as the solution of a differential equation.
As a final example, note that the angles and side lengths of a triangle are always
intimately related in a holistic sense. The law of sines states that for any triangle, if we










will always hold. Here, we do not have a predictive model between input and output
measurements, but a general relationship describing a structural property of geometric
shapes.
In all of these examples, the behaviour of natural phenomena follows predictable pat-
terns that can be spelled out explicitly using the language of mathematical equations. Such
equations, and others like them, allow effective forecasting of how entities will interact and
change. They also enable a deeper understanding of the nature of the phenomena, con-
firming trends that could previously only be guessed by looking directly at the data. For
instance, the equation for the velocity of a falling object, as given above, shows us that the
object will eventually converge towards an unchanging terminal velocity of mg/k.
In this work, we aim to present ways in which machine learning can be used for pro-
ducing new knowledge about the natural world. In particular, we address three aspects
pertaining to knowledge discovery from the perspective of machine learning, corresponding
to the three example formulas shown above:
1. Quantitatively expressing causal relationships between measured observations, with
minimal background knowledge. This relates to the task of symbolic regression.
2. Producing concise, interpretable solutions to satisfy known differential constraints,
including the ones underlying many natural phenomena. This relates to the task of
symbolically solving differential equations.
3. Discovering mathematically-expressible properties of structured objects in an unsu-
pervised, data-driven way. This relates to the task of unsupervised rule learning.
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1.2 Symbolic Function Learners
The main tool that plays a pivotal role in our approach to all three of the above tasks is
what we call a Symbolic Function Learner, or SFL. In general, an SFL is any algorithm
that aims to produce symbolic mathematical expressions that optimize a specified cost
function. The key requirement of an SFL is that, given a class of symbolic functions F




or an approximation of it.
There are many ways to construct an SFL. Some of these approaches are outlined,
along with a selection of related work, in Chapter 2. The traditional approach, dating
back several decades, involves genetic evolution algorithms over the language of symbolic
expressions. Most applications of symbolic function learning today are still based on these
genetic methods.
More recently, work has begun on symbolic function learning using neural networks
and deep learning. This area of research is still evolving and has room for much growth.
In this thesis, we present a novel method for learning symbolic functions that is based
on deep learning, which we describe in detail in Chapter 3. This SFL provides the main
tool that we use for handling the automated knowledge discovery tasks that we approach
throughout this work.
1.3 Contributions
In this thesis, we submit the following contributions:
1. We present a novel, deep-learning-based method for learning symbolic functions. Our
proposed symbolic function learner, or SFL, is highly configurable, offering support
for customized operations, and well-suited for a variety of tasks, as demonstrated
throughout this work.
2. We show how our SFL naturally adapts to the task of symbolic regression, or learn-
ing mathematical formulas to fit datasets without pre-imposing constraints on the
structure of the formula. We show through experiments that our method is able to
perform competently when compared to existing methods for regression.
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3. We apply symbolic regression, using our SFL, in the new context of producing dif-
ferential equations to admit a given solution function. This is a relatively unstudied
problem that has not been addressed using a symbolic deep learning approach be-
fore. We show that our method can recover known differential equations in physics,
including special cases of Newton’s second law.
4. We present a method for using a symbolic function learner that can be used to find
symbolic solutions to ordinary and partial differential equations by means of a deep
learning framework. This is an approach that has not received much attention other
than by resorting to a large, trained language model.
5. We demonstrate how the symbolic function learner approach to solving differential
equations can produce useful and insightful symbolic approximate solutions to dif-
ferential equations that do not admit closed form solutions. This includes solutions
to integrals and implicit functional equations.
6. We present a method for using a symbolic function learner to discover symbolic re-
lationships between variables in a set, even when no specific regression structure is
defined. This method can be used for performing an unsupervised discovery of math-
ematical properties that apply to a given set. We present examples of reproducing
famous identities in geometry using this purely automated method.
7. We show how the above method can be used as an approach to symbolic regression,
with the unique ability of learning symbolic equations that are implicitly defined in
terms of an output variable.
We present these contributions, along with several diagrams and experimental results,
in Chapters 3 to 5. Chapter 2 will focus on building up some background information on
the tasks of symbolic regression and automated scientific discovery, along with references
to several relevant works in these areas.
5
Chapter 2
Background and Related Work
Thus do We relate to you some
accounts of what is past.
Noble Qur’an, 20:99
Our task of investigating methods of automated knowledge discovery is based on devel-
oping neural network-based methods for learning symbolic functions to describe patterns
and relationships. In this chapter, we summarize some of the work that has been done
towards this and related goals.
This chapter is divided into two parts. The first part is a discussion on the task of
symbolic regression, as one of the most prevalent applications of symbolic function learning
seen in literature. We also present a survey of algorithms specifically designed for this task.
The second part focuses on works related to automated scientific discovery, particularly in
the domain of physics, using both symbolic and non-symbolic methods. Together, these
areas form the broader context in which the results of this work may be placed.
2.1 Symbolic Regression
The natural world consistently behaves in a predictable way, abiding by laws that are
expressible using the language of mathematics. Discovering these laws involves extract-
ing patterns from observations and identifying mathematical expressions to describe these
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patterns. The task of symbolic regression, in particular, focuses on the problem of obtain-
ing a closed-form symbolic mathematical expression to describe the relationship between
specified predictor and response variables, where the mathematical expression is allowed
to be flexible without being restricted to a particular structure or family.
Symbolic regression is, therefore, a much more difficult task than other kinds of regres-
sion, such as linear regression or multinomial regression, as the search space of candidate
expressions is so much larger. Note, however, that even symbolic regression is not com-
pletely free of prior assumptions; it is still constrained by the choice of operations that are
permitted in the sought equations.
Like all forms of regression, and as a special case of nonlinear regression, symbolic
regression is a task in data analysis and is of interest in the field of statistics. Due to
the highly computational nature involved in performing symbolic regression, the task is
also connected with algorithms in computer science. Traditional approaches to symbolic
regression use genetic evolution algorithms to navigate the large search space of symbolic
functions. Recently, some research has begun approaching symbolic regression using meth-
ods in machine learning based on neural networks. We will present an overview of some
work in these directions later in this chapter.
Symbolic regression can be understood through a variety of other names, including
system identification [63], pattern recognition, and a special form of manifold learning. To
illustrate the problem of symbolic regression in practice, we present the following example.
x1 x2 x3 x4 y
1.31 -0.25 7.01 -2.15 5.61
1.68 0.19 6.28 -3.62 14.50
2.15 0.04 13.75 4.58 22.48
1.56 0.01 -0.14 1.56 3.70
0.11 0.26 -0.31 -0.36 0.73
Table 2.1: Some hypothetical data values.
Table 2.1 contains a few rows from a sample dataset. The values of the target variable
y are obtained through some mathematical formula y = f(x1, x2, x3, x4). The goal of
symbolic regression is to model the function f , given a table of values for each of the input
variables and the target variable, such that E(y|x) = f(x). In this example, the predicted
output might be E(y|x) =
√
x1 + x2 +x
2
4, which has a mean square error of approximately
0.003.
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Since the model fitting the data now takes the form of a mathematical expression, it
has the freedom to use not only sums and products, but also complex operations such
as powers, trigonometric functions, and logarithms. Accordingly, the models obtained by
symbolic regression can be much richer and more succinct than the models produced by
neural networks. Furthermore, in contexts where symbolic regression applies, a trained
model aims to learn the underlying concept precisely and exactly. The learned model
is in the form of an equation where each variable, operation, and constant value can be
meaningfully examined and interpreted in the context of the situation. The model is not
chosen to simply fit the data, but to provide a mathematical explanation to reflect an
understanding of the pattern.
The advantage of symbolic regression over other types of regression is clear: an investi-
gator no longer needs to specify the structure of the regressing equation prior to perform-
ing the regression. However, this advantage comes with its own drawbacks, particularly
in terms of computation. The extremely rich search space of all possible mathematical
functions cannot feasibly be searched in its entirety. Thus, in order to discover the correct
mathematical model to fit the data, clever algorithms must be employed to search this
space intelligently.
Symbolic regression has tremendous utility in the natural sciences, particularly in phys-
ical dynamics, and hence has been studied to a great extent in many different ways and
for many applications, including [16, 29, 85, 19, 17].
We now present some of the many approaches used to perform symbolic regression,
along with some related research.
2.1.1 Genetic Algorithms
The traditional method taken for tackling symbolic regression computationally has largely
been through methods that are based on the evolutionary algorithms. Here, the search
process considers at each stage not a single candidate solution but a collection of candidates,
known as a population. In each iteration, all candidates in the population are evaluated
for how well they satisfy the objective, and those with higher scores are more likely to pass
on to the next iteration. By introducing sources of random variation in each candidate
solution, new candidates are generated, each with a possibility of being closer to the true
target solution.
Evolutionary algorithms have been applied to symbolic regression with various levels of
success; see, for example, [71, 9, 76, 109]. One evolution-based algorithm that has gained
notable popularity is the EureQA method [93].
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While differing on details, the general idea is to consider each candidate solution as a
mathematical formula, with the evaluation score being a measure of how accurately the
formula fits the given dataset. The target solution is the mathematical expression that
describes the relationship of the variables in the dataset exactly, or as closely as possible.
By going through the process of genetic evolution, the population of candidates is expected
to grow better with each iteration, eventually producing at least one candidate formula
that fits the dataset as desired.
The survey [79] describes the performance of various genetic programming approaches
to symbolic regression in contrast non-symbolic regression methods used in machine learn-
ing. One method for evaluating the explainability of symbolic regression predictions is
given in [73]. Various research studies have contributed discussion on the evaluation of
different symbolic regression algorithms based on genetic programming [107, 116], as well
as on the suitability of the benchmarks themselves [78].
Although the technique is now well-established, new variations on genetic methods
for symbolic regression are still an area of active improvement. Interestingly, the task of
symbolic regression has been used as a driving force behind advancements in genetic algo-
rithms themselves. For example, [47] presents a method to modify genetic programming
in order to handle asexual reproduction, claiming that this can allow rapid convergence
to a global optimum while producing error that is less than what standard genetic pro-
gramming would incur. [53] employs symbolic regression as a means to study population
diversity dynamics of genetic algorithms. [41] suggests a way of improving genetic pro-
gramming for symbolic regression by hybridizing with deterministic regression algorithms.
[4] suggests an approach for imputing missing values in symbolic regression input using
K-Nearest Neighbours. [23] tries to improve genetic programming by correlating residuals
with variables in symbolic regression. [66] presents symbolic regression as one example to
motivate a gravitational search algorithm, a close relative of genetic evolution algorithms,
taking a population-based approach to automatically create computer programs that can
be applied to tasks downstream.
2.1.2 Combinatorial Methods
Not all approaches to symbolic regression are based on genetic evolution. A few methods
pursue the problem from the direction of combinatorics and discrete optimization. [98] is
an example that seeks to perform symbolic regression by conducting a combinatorial search
over symbolic equations, making use of tree-like representations of symbolic expressions.
[26, 10, 49] take the approach of formulating the tree search as a mixed-integer programming
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problem, and applying optimization techniques accordingly. While not related to symbolic
regression directly, [33] uses Long Short-Term Memory networks (LSTMs) on grammar-
based tree representations of symbolic equations for the task of simplifying mathematical
expressions.
2.1.3 Sequence-Learning Methods
An interesting approach to symbolic regression is to frame the task as a sequence learning
problem. In this formulation, the algorithm aims to output a sequence of tokens, where
a token may be an operator, a variable, or a constant, in such a way that the resulting
sequence can be parsed as the symbolic equation that fits the given input dataset. Often,
these methods involve Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs) such as LSTMs, in order to
take advantage of their sequence-generating properties.
Within this framework, there are also different sub-approaches that have been taken.
These include deep reinforcement learning, building a language model, and neural archi-
tecture search.
Deep reinforcement learning methods
A good example of a deep reinforcement learning method is described in [83] and [48]. Here,
the authors use deep RNNs and deep reinforcement learning to learn symbolic regression
as a sequence-learning problem. Another example of an approach based on reinforcement
learning is [11], where the authors begin by randomly generating mathematical models and
then use deep reinforcement learning methods to repeatedly improve their models.
Language-based models
A recent study [15] presents a novel method for handling symbolic regression as a machine
translation task. Given an input dataset, the algorithm treats the input as a text string
and passes it through a trained sequence-to-sequence LSTM to produce an output text
string that is parsed as the desired symbolic expression. A current prototype of the method
requires input data to be carefully structured along a mesh, and only produces the skeleton
of the symbolic equation as output of the sequence model; the constants decorating the
equation are learned separately as a subsequent optimization step.
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In a similar vein, but outside the task of symbolic regression, [57] uses a language
model for symbolic integration and solving first-order differential equations. The method-
ology involves producing large datasets using random function generators and symbolic
computation engines and training a sequence-to-sequence neural network on this data un-
til it is able to generalize beyond the capacity of the training set generator. An important
contribution in this work is the algorithm for generating random functions as random
symbolic parse trees.
Neural Architecture Search (NAS)
Closely related to the problem of symbolic regression is the task of neural architecture
search, or NAS. Rather than finding the optimal structure and parameters of a math-
ematical formula to fit a dataset, NAS is focused on finding the optimal structure and
parameters of a neural network that works best on the dataset. We mention this problem
because of the tight similarity NAS shares with symbolic regression based on deep learning.
The seminal work of NAS sets up an RNN that outputs a sequential list of hyperpa-
rameters that define the architecture of a neural network [118]. This RNN is trained using
the REINFORCE algorithm, where the reward used for training is the accuracy that the
RNN’s predicted architecture achieves, when trained on the dataset, against a held-out
validation set. As the RNN training proceeds, it learns to produce successively better
neural network architectures, because it is provided feedback that informs it which kind
of architectures achieve higher accuracy scores than others. Since the seminal paper, NAS
has been a hot area of active research: [112, 34, 88, 62] are some of the surveys of the
advancements made in neural architecture search.
2.1.4 Grammar-Based Methods
These methods are closely related to sequence-based methods for symbolic regression,
in that they treat symbolic expressions as sequences of tokens that are generated and
later on interpreted as mathematical objects that can be evaluated to produce values. In
contrast with the sequence-based methods, grammar-based methods exploit the fact that
symbolic mathematical expressions exhibit a tree-like structure that can be associated
with a grammar on symbols. In this way, grammar-based methods are also similar to
combinatorial methods.
These methods use the grammar of symbolic mathematics to generate mathematical
expressions as candidates for functions to fit the provided dataset. An example of this
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approach is given in [18], which places a lot of focus on the context-free grammar of
generating mathematical formulas. In another example [58], the researchers accompany
the symbolic mathematics grammar rules with a Monte Carlo Tree Search, and also make
use of some asymptotic properties as semantic priors of the function to be learned.
2.1.5 Neural Network-Based Methods
A more direct approach to symbolic regression takes advantage of the prevalence of deep
learning models and tries to frame neural networks as a special case of a symbolic regression
problem. The deep learning approach was initiated by Martius and Lampert in 2016 in a
model called EQL (Equation Learner) [69], and extended by a team including the original
authors in 2018 to a model called EQL÷ [92].
The idea behind this method involves creating a type of node that allows operations
such as multiplication and trigonometric functions, and building a network out of such
nodes. The network is then trained in a manner similar to traditional neural networks
with a regularization term in the cost function to encourage sparsity within the network
edges. The resulting model is interpreted as a mathematical formula, the output of the
symbolic regression.
There have been several approaches based on modifications and improvements to the
basic method outlined by EQL. For example, [22] uses a similar framework but with an
additional application of some methods from statistics. Some papers have used EQL
as a starting point for downstream tasks, such as [50], which presents some interesting
applications in image comprehension and learning physics.
[114] presents an interesting method that turns symbolic regression into a computer
vision problem, training an encoder-decoder model based on a ResNet and a CNN on
images of the data to try and learn operators in the symbolic parse tree.
2.1.6 Other Methods for Symbolic Regression
There are various other ways to approach symbolic regression that do not fit in the cate-
gories described so far. The method given by [21] introduces an algebraic method called
Elite Bases Regression, which generates and updates a set of candidate basis functions that
contain the regressor function in their span. [91] poses symbolic regression as a straight-line
program and tackles it using an ant colony optimization approach; [65] takes a related but
different direction with a particle swarm optimization approach. [102] presents a technique
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that involves generating regressor functions purely at random, arguing that this method
may be more robust than genetic models while achieving comparable performance in some
situations.
2.1.7 Applications of Symbolic Regression
Symbolic Regression is very much inspired by, and hence useful for, research in physics
and the natural sciences [3]. Its application, however, has not been limited to these areas
alone. Some of the numerous applications that have benefited from models based on
symbolic regression include:
• Storm surge forecasts [39]
• Hospitality research [103]
• Shear-strength of concrete walls [37]
• Solar radiation [25]
• Symbolic reward functions for deep reinforcement learning [95]
• Improving land cover classification [12]
• Hot water boiler modelling and identification [99]
• Property valuations [74]
• Star formation rate density in cosmology and astrophysics [108]
• COVID-19 epidemic case curves [5]
• Cleaning processes in the food industry [32]
• Effect of tax on profit shifting of multinational corporations worldwide [36]
• Semantic similarity between textual expressions [68]
• Wind speed forecasting [1]
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2.2 Machine Learning for Scientific Discovery
As mentioned in Chapter 1, many behaviours observed in the natural world follow regular,
mathematically-explainable patterns. This is particularly common in the realm of physics,
where many problems revolve around motion and physical properties changing over time.
For example, the position at time t of a particle of mass m moving along a one-dimensional














where A, α, and k are constants pertaining to the initial conditions of the specific instance.
Since so many of these problems involve quantities changing over time, many physical
phenomena present themselves as suitable for representation in the form of differential
equations. A differential equation is a special form of functional equation which defines a
function in terms of how it is related with its derivatives. In general, a differential equation
satisfied by the function y over the variables x1, . . . , xd can take the form
g
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)
= 0.
We say a differential equation is an ordinary differential equation (or ODE) if it is in terms
of one independent variable (and hence d = 1, and a partial differential equation (PDE) if
there are multiple independent variables (when d > 1).
In the case of the damped oscillator example above, the position function is the solution
to the differential equation
mx′′ + αx′ + kx = 0,
which is a statement of Newton’s second law applied to this situation.
Understanding the laws of physics allows us to improve the way we comprehend and
interact with the world around us. While traditional methods of discovering the equations
underlying physical properties and rules may have relied on insight and creativity, modern
developments allow us to additionally harness the power of high-speed computing available
to us. As a result, there have been many works of research around the topic of data-driven
discovery of equations and formulas for use in the natural sciences [111].
In the following sections, we present some of the developments related to the advance-
ment of machine learning for scientific discovery. Due to the nature of the task, many of
these results overlap with the theme of symbolic regression, although the ones presented
below have a particular focus on studying and learning the laws of nature.
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2.2.1 Discovery of Natural Laws
With the advent of deep learning, artificial neural networks have become popular tools for
modelling all kinds of natural applications, including the laws of science. SciNet [42] is an
example of an approach that uses neural networks for recovering the laws of physics, includ-
ing the heliocentric model of the solar system. While models based on neural networks can
achieve high accuracy in fitness measures, they are not immediately interpretable, although
[35] offers some insight on translating machine-learned physics to a more human-readable
format.
Other approaches aim towards finding expressions in symbolic mathematics for physical
phenomena directly. Publications such as [28, 110, 27, 24] all provide methods based on
deep learning for obtaining symbolic models for learning physics directly. In particular,
there is active research in unsupervised learning of the laws of natural science [44, 113, 38].
Generally, these approaches are suited to learning rules to described specific situations in
physics, and make use of custom neural network architectures to achieve this goal, including
graph neural networks and Siamese networks.
The AI Feynman model [106] presents an interesting approach to symbolic regression
that capitalizes on using several heuristics based on generally recurring patterns in sym-
bolic formulas describing natural phenomena. The paper employs a method of artificially
generating data points using a neural network, which allows the correct formulas to be pro-
duced with greater likelihood. The method in this paper was able to achieve tremendous
success in predicting many scientific formulas for natural phenomena. Its main restrictions
are its reliance on heuristics and its inability to discover constant values, a common diffi-
culty in symbolic regression algorithms [51]. The algorithm received some improvements in
its successor paper, AI Feynman 2.0 [105], which focuses on finding symbolic expressions
along a Pareto front of complexity and accuracy.
Not all data-driven methods for scientific discovery depend on deep learning, however.
There are many examples of work that use standard methods in optimization and regression
for learning natural laws. Some approaches include sparse nonlinear regression [43, 19],
genetic evolution algorithms [97], and properties of non-parametric machine learning [61].
One direction for adapting symbolic regression to accommodate physics applications
is the incorporation of background knowledge as auxiliary information provided to the
learning task. This is the approach taken by [94, 8], which use logic solvers as a means of
improving a symbolic regressor using background knowledge framed as statements in logic.
A similar approach, without the logic solvers, is used in [54].
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2.2.2 Learning Differential Equations
There are several interesting works for data-driven discovery of differential equations, usu-
ally falling into one of two categories: techniques based on sparse regression, such as
[14, 45, 20, 117], and techniques that use neural networks to model the differential equa-
tions, such as [86, 84]. These latter works use black-box neural networks, rather than
symbolic expressions, to represent the learned differential equations.
There are some approaches in symbolic differential equation discovery, such as a spe-
cialized deep learning model for the task presented in [64], and the method based on
discovering variational laws given in [40]. The paper [70] presents a novel technique for
learning systems of symbolic partial differential equations using a genetic approach similar
to symbolic regression, rather than neural networks.
2.2.3 Solving Differential Equations
There are countless papers describing methods and applications of using neural networks
for solving differential equations. Some of the interesting contributions made using this
approach include [72, 55, 81, 13, 67, 87]. A genetic-based approach that makes use of
neural networks is [104]. Primarily, these methods are based on numerical evaluations,
rather than producing symbolic solutions to differential equations. Approaches based on
neural programming are still largely under development [7].
The main work that uses deep learning for symbolic mathematics is given in [57]. The
authors use a transformer network and an intelligently constructed training dataset to
learn a language model over the language of symbolic mathematics. They treat differential
equations and integration problems as input to a sequence-to-sequence network, trusting
the language model to have learned the rules of mathematics after observing tens of millions
of valid examples. This approach has worked so well that they are able to integrate
expressions that even Mathematica cannot.
Although the results are remarkably impressive, they depend upon an extremely costly
training procedure that cannot scale well to new configurations, for example, involving a
different set of operations than the ones used in the training set. On a deeper level, the
model has faced criticism for issues ranging from the artificiality of its testing to the fact
that it “has no understanding of the significance of an integral or a derivative or even a
function or a number” [30].
As pointed out in [30], this model is “like the worst possible student in a calculus class”:
it is able to work with mathematical symbols only because of an abundance of repeated
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exposure, and not because of any inherent understanding or appreciation for any of the
concepts actually represented.
In contrast, the model that we propose in Chapter 4 is like a student that has not
studied the techniques used in the course, but tackles each calculus problem as a brand-
new challenge, discovering and improving solutions in a trial-and-error based method. It
may not be the best student, but it is certainly more dedicated and adaptable than the
worst.
2.2.4 Neural Programming
Closely related to symbolic regression and symbolic function learning is the task of neural
programming, which involves using neural networks to learn programs, mathematics and
logic from data [6].
The idea behind learning operators is the task of learning a mapping between two
infinite-dimensional spaces from a finite collection of data. The spaces here represent two
classes of functions over a given domain in Rn, which are the intended input and output
of the operator. In this framework, we would not be learning the solution to a single
differential equation, for example, but an entire family of differential equations: the input
space for the operator would contain the differential equations and the output space would
contain the solutions.
A neural operator is an approach to operator learning that uses a neural network to
model the operator. In particular, the updates on hidden values between layers of the
network involve non-linear functions that can take on different transformations ranging
from arithmetic operators to integration and Fourier operators.
Instances of neural programming include [60], which used an implementation of graph
kernel networks to approach the task of solving partial differential equations, and [59],
which employs Fourier operators in each neural unit. Another example of neural program-
ming is [6], which aims to supplement a Tree-LSTM model for symbolic function learning
with additional stacks for storing memory.
The SFL presented in this work relates closely with the goals of neural programming,
but presents an entirely novel approach by employing learnable gating operations to select
operators within each layer. This will be explained in more detail in Chapter 3.
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2.3 Summary
Symbolic regression is not a new problem, and there is a rich and active body of research
dedicated to advancing methods for addressing this task. While most of these methods
are traditionally related to genetic programming algorithms, approaches based on neural
networks and deep learning have begun to gain traction and attention. The symbolic
function learner presented in the next chapter aims to contribute to this evolving space.
There is also an active field of research in automating scientific discovery, including the
study of differential equations. These methods may include approaches based on neural
networks, but there seems to be a lack of attention to the potential of using deep learning
to solve differential equations symbolically. The contributions presented in this thesis offer
a method to fill this gap.
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Chapter 3
A Neural Method for Symbolic
Function Learning
Untie the knot from my tongue,
that they may understand my
speech.
Noble Qur’an, 20:27-28
In this chapter, we present a novel method for approaching symbolic regression using
a deep learning approach. Our symbolic function learner, or SFL, provides a neural-based
architecture that can be used to learn a symbolic function to optimize a given objective
value. As a result, the SFL is capable of producing models in the form of mathematical ex-
pressions. These expressions have the advantage of being concise and directly interpretable
to human readers, unlike the black-box models given by other regression methods such as
standard neural networks.
In the task of symbolic regression, which was described in detail in Chapter 2, the
objective value to minimize is the residual error between the true output values and values
predicted by the fitted symbolic expressions. We demonstrate that our method outperforms
conventional regression methods in specified experiments. We also apply our method to the
task of learning symbolic differential equations, introducing a novel way for using symbolic
function learners in a practical problem of scientific discovery.
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3.1 Method
We propose a model for a multivariate Symbolic Function Learner (SFL), an algorithm
that generates symbolic mathematical expressions that minimize a given cost function.
Any algorithm designed with this generic goal is perfectly suited to handle the task of
symbolic regression, where the cost function would correspond to the residual error of fit
between the true and predicted function output values. In fact, many symbolic regression
algorithms can be reframed as generic symbolic function learners with a little modification.
In this section, we describe our approach in detail.












0 0 0 0 0 0
id id
Figure 3.1: Left: A symbolic parse tree encoding the expression sin(log(b)× c) Leaf nodes
represent variables and constants, and interior nodes represent operators. Right: the
same expression represented using a parse tree that is balanced and properly binary, where
the unary operators sin, log, and id combine their child node inputs by addition before
operating.
Recall that every mathematical expression can be represented (non-uniquely) as a syn-
tactic parse tree, where interior nodes represent mathematical operators and leaf nodes
represent input values, which are usually variables or constants. To evaluate the repre-
sented expression, each operator node takes in the values of its children nodes as input. In
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general, equation parse trees do not need to be perfectly balanced. However, by introduc-
ing an identity operator, as well as establishing a convention that unary operators will be
applied on a pre-specified combination of two child nodes, every parse tree can be forced
into a standard format that is both balanced and perfectly binary. An example of this
process is shown in Figure 3.1, where two child nodes are combined using addition when
fed to a unary operator parent node.
If the structure of an unfilled, balanced, binary parse tree is taken as a template, then
it is possible to produce a mathematical function by identifying what operations and input
quantities to “fill in” at each node of the tree. This is the essence of our SFL algorithm.
The goal is to learn what symbols to place in each node of the symbolic parse tree that
represents the expression that minimizes the given cost function. It is possible to approach
this task in a way that is based on a combinatorial search, rather than deep learning [49].
However, in this work, we will show a method that is fully differentiable, and hence is
receptive to deep learning techniques, such as training by back-propagation.
3.1.2 The Operator Function
We can define our method more rigourously as follows. Similar to [92], let U be a list
of allowable unary operators [u1, . . . , ur] that map R to R, and let V be a list of binary
operators [vr+1, . . . , vk] that map R2 to R, for a total of k operators that we will allow as
symbols in our mathematical expressions. We define the “operate” function p : R2 → Rk
by
p(x1, x2) =[u1(x1 + x2), . . . , ur(x1 + x2), vr+1(x1, x2), . . . , vk(x1, x2)].
For example, if U = [id, sin, exp ] and V = [×], then
p(x1, x2) = [x1 + x2, sin(x1 + x2), e
x1+x2 , x1x2].
Note that we use id to refer to the unary identity function that returns its input value
unchanged. In fact, in our implementation, it is equivalent to the addition operator on its
two inputs, because we have defined the convention that unary operators are applied on
two child node inputs by combining them into one by using their sum.
By using the p function, we are applying all of our possible operators to the two input
values given to p. We can use p to model the decision that takes place at every interior node
in a symbolic parse tree template. Each interior node of a symbolic parse tree represents a
single operator. The p function lets every operator have a chance of being selected. Now,
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we would like to filter out all but one of these operators, so that only one is selected as the
effective output value for this operator node. This can be done using a trainable gating
operation.
3.1.3 Trainable Gating Operation
The gate can be set up as follows. Let ω be a learnable weight vector in Rk. The softmax









Now s(ω) is a nonnegative vector in Rk with entries summing to 1. The dot product
p(h1, h2)·s(ω) is then a convex linear combination of the outputs over all operators allowed
by p, skewed to give most weight to the operator at the index corresponding to the largest
entry of ω. The choice of operator that is represented by a given node can thus be learned
by updating the learnable weight vector ω during training.
Although the softmax gate places most weight on a single entry of the vector of outputs
passing through, it still retains nonzero contributions from all other operators in the output
of p. This can be corrected by adjusting the output of s(ω) to become s ′(ω), where s ′ is a
discretized form of softmax that returns a vector with 1 at the entry corresponding to the













1, i = arg max(ω)
0 otherwise
where H1 is a narrow hump function centred at 1, such as H1(x) = e
−1000(x−1)2 . Since
the division operator, maximum function, and hump function are all differentiable almost
everywhere, the discretized softmax preserves the differentiability of our model that allows
deep learning using gradient-based training methods.
In our SFL implementation, we use the standard softmax function for the first portion
of training (around one quarter of the total iterations), and then shift to the discretized
softmax for the remainder of the iterations. This allows the model to have some flexibility
to navigate around the search space before settling down in a particular direction.
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The framework we have described up until now is for a single operator node, which
represents the foundational unit for the larger parse tree structure. This structure is
illustrated in Figure 3.2, and is shown in simplified form in the top half of Figure 3.3.
The bottom half of Figure 3.3 shows how the operator node structure fits into the broader
architecture, which we will explain next.
























































Figure 3.2: The architecture for a single operator node, the foundational unit for the larger
parse structure in our SFL. In this example node, there are three unary operator options
and two binary operator options, and the unary operator u2 was selected by the discretized
softmax gate. The way this node fits into the larger SFL model is shown in Figure 3.3.
3.1.4 The SFL Architecture
Let m represent the number of layers in the entire parse tree. The number of layers is a
measure of how complex the represented mathematical expression is allowed to be. Trees
with more layers form a richer space of mathematical functions, but provide a challenge
by expanding the search space exponentially. For our SFL method, the number of layers
must be fixed before constructing and training the model. If the number of layers is not
known, the method can be repeated for several different choices for this number, and the
resulting symbolic formulas can be inspected for the one that provides the best fit.





i · x + b
(0)
i ∈ R
where x = [x1, . . . , xd] is a vector of the variables in the mathematical expression being
constructed, and w
(0)
i ∈ Rd and b
(0)
i ∈ R are learnable parameters. This represents the
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lowest layer of the tree, consisting of leaf nodes that denote raw numerical quantities before
any symbolic operator has been applied on them. Each of these quantities is in the form
of a learnable linear combination of all possible variables.

























for each i = 0, . . . , 2m−n−1. Here, each ω
(n)




i ∈ R are learnable weights
whose values will be learned during the training process. Note that, unlike the first layer,
where w
(0)
i was a d-dimensional vector, we now have w
(n)
i as a real-valued weight for n > 0.
This is because for the first layer, we do not take a discrete softmax (in order to allow
unrestricted combinations of the input variables x1, . . . , xd to pass forward), so w
(0)
i takes






that appears in subsequent layers.
The value at the root node of the tree, h
(m)
0 , is the value of f̂(x), which is output of the
mathematical expression represented by the tree, f̂ , when evaluated at the input vector x .
To train the entire system, the function f̂ can be used in a cost function L(f̂) to
determine the cost or error of the model. This error can be minimized by optimizing all of
the training weights in the SFL using a gradient-based deep learning training method.
For the symbolic regression problem, we can set the cost function to be the expected












In our SFL model, although each interior node of the symbolic parse tree is subject to
a restrictive gate that allows only one operator choice to pass through, there is no such
filter applied to the choice of variables in the leaf node layer. We found that in practice,
it is often helpful to allow combinations of variables to pass as input into the first layer of
operator nodes. However, to prevent the learned equation from growing too complex, we
can apply an L1 regularization term to the cost function to encourage sparsity [100, 101].
The weight for the regularization penalty in the cost function starts at 0, and grows larger
toward the end of the training procedure, following a schedule similar to the one used in
[69]. This way, the initial stages of training focus on exploration and the final stages focus
on pruning and refinement.
At the end of the training procedure, which can be set to from 5000 to 20000 training
steps or more, depending on the number of layers, variables, and operator choices, the SFL
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⋅ ω
Figure 3.3: The architecture of our symbolic function learner (SFL). Top: The neural
representation of a single operator (interior) node in the symbolic parse tree, replicated
from Figure 3.2. The operator function p takes in two child nodes as input and applies
all available operators on their values. The discretized softmax function s ′ is a gate that
allows exactly one of these operators to pass through, determined by learnable weight ω.
The output of this gate is then scaled by learnable weight w. (Note: bias scalars b are
omitted from the diagram to save space.) Bottom: After an initial layer of leaf nodes
which combine in a fully connected fashion, a series of operator nodes form the template
of a balanced binary parse tree. The weight parameters determine how to interpret this
tree as a single, well-formed symbolic mathematical expression f over multiple variables.
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returns the symbolic expression represented by the final state of the parse tree. In other
words, it interprets each interior tree node as the operator determined by the weight in its
ω vector, and applies an affine transformation to each node defined by the corresponding w
and b values. If the resulting function does not fit the training data exactly, it will usually
be a close approximation. In practice, we repeat the training procedure 20 times with
different random weight initializations, and take the result that attains the lowest mean
square error on a left-aside validation set, which is usually randomly selected as about 30%
of the training set.
3.2 Strengths and Advantages
As shown in Chapter 2, there are numerous methods for symbolic regression and symbolic
function learning in general. Here are some of the advantages that our proposed SFL has
to offer.
Configurability
Our SFL is highly configurable, easily and naturally allowing its users to select many of
the hyperparameters that govern the equation search space. In addition to selecting the
complexity of the sought equations by picking the number of layers in the equation parse
tree, the user can determine which and how many operators to include as possible options
at each internal node. These operators are not limited to ordinary arithmetic functions,
either; the model is able to handle custom-defined operators as well, which can allow
learning equations over different mathematical domains. For example, the SFL can learn
vector equations on multidimensional input using vector operations, such as norm and dot
product, and boolean equatons over binary datasets, using operators such as AND and OR.
This level of configurability is not as conveniently possible for symbolic function learners
that require pre-training langauge models in advance [15, 57].
Adaptability
Like other symbolic function learners, the SFL that we present here adapts very easily to
many applications. In this thesis, we show how our SFL can be used to not only perform
symbolic regression, but also learn differential equations, solve differential equations, per-
form integration, discover geometric properties, and more. One reason why our SFL is so
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flexible is that, like EQL [69], we do not incorporate any heuristics or background assump-
tions into the architecture of our model; rather than forcing our method to specialize in
certain domains such as physics or natural sciences [106, 105], it remains adaptable to a
variety of applications and downstream tasks.
Model interpretability
The goal of symbolic regression is to arrive at a concise and interpretable model that
describes a dataset, which is accomplished by producing a formula in the language of
symbolic mathematics. Like all symbolic function learners, this is the objective that our
method strives to achieve. However, our SFL has the added advantage that the model itself
is highly interpretable. Every learnable weight in the SFL network plays a role directly
in the discovered equation, allowing the model itself to be easily understood at all points
throughout training. This white-box model enables a heightened sense of insight on how
the function generated by the SFL is changing throughout the training procedure.
Learning of constants
One of the biggest challenges of learning symbolic expressions is the task of choosing the
values of constants that appear within the expression. Unlike picking operators to form
the skeleton of the equation, determining the choices of constants is not a discrete-valued
decision task. Many symbolic regressors, including genetic models, face difficulty in reach-
ing the right values for each constant that appears in the expression, sometimes requiring
constant values to be directly provided [106] or determined as a separate optimization
step [15]. Our SFL leverages the power of deep learning to update constant values as a
step directly within the training procedure, allowing our method to work well on learning
expressions with many real-valued, non-integer constants.
Ability to approximate
Symbolic function learners seek to solve an optimization problem over the space of symbolic
functions. In many cases, a truly optimal symbolic function may be difficult or impossible
to find. Our SFL, by means of its search strategy based on deep learning, always returns
a symbolic function, even if it is not optimal; generally, the returned function will be a
good approximation to the true function in terms of behaviour, at least over the domain
of the training set. This is valuable because even when the true function is unavailable,
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having a symbolic expression that defines a similar pattern can still offer some insight on
the mechanics of the situation.
3.3 Limitations
Symbolic function learning is an inherently difficult problem, and like all other approaches,
our SFL faces some limitations that impact its use.
Scalability
One of the biggest challenges faced by our SFL is scalability. Based on our investigations,
the SFL faces difficulty in learning concise and useful functions if the number of tree layers,
the number of variables, or the set of allowable operators grow too large. In these cases,
the learning procedure takes too long and is less likely to converge to the correct function.
Fortunately, many useful applications of symbolic regression do not require immensely
complex formulas. Therefore, in practice, our method can be applied to a number of useful
scenarios.
Convergence to local optima
The space of symbolic functions with real-valued constants is highly non-smooth and non-
convex. While one symbolic expression may achieve a globally optimal minimum for a cost
function in a given situation, there may be numerous other, entirely different, symbolic
expressions that achieve locally minimal costs while located far away from the global min-
imum in the search space. As a result, every symbolic function learner faces the risk of
abandoning the true optimal solution in favour of one less effective. We try to address this
by incorporating several random restarts throughout our training protocol, but this is not
a guarantee that the globally optimal function can or will be found.
Difficulty with some operators
As a model undergoing a gradient-based training method, our SFL is sensitive to operators
that are not continuous or return extremely large values. In particular, operators such as
÷, log, and exp have presented challenges to our SFL when they have been included in
the set of allowable operators. This is a challenge faced by other neural network methods
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as well [77], including EQL [69]. In this thesis, we focus mainly on applications that do
not involve these challenging operators, although we will use them successfully for some
examples shown in Chapter 4.
3.4 Evaluation
We conducted a variety of experiments to demonstrate the capabilities of our proposed
SFL. The first experiment is a method comparison task that shows our SFL competing
with representatives of two other major classes of regression algorithms on a large collec-
tion of artificial regression problems. The second experiment is a demonstration of the
SFL performing on a custom task with real physical applications: learning the form of dif-
ferential equations that admit a given solution function. These experiments are described
in detail in the following sections.
Our experiments were performed using our own TensorFlow 2.2.0 implementation on
Python 3.6, run on Microsoft Windows Server 2016 Standard OS with four Intel (R) Xeon
(R) Gold 6126 CPU @ 2.60 GHz, 2594 Mhz, 12 core processors.
3.4.1 Symbolic Regression Comparison Task
To test our SFL’s performance at general symbolic regression, we ran a large-scale compari-
son test against two common symbolic regression algorithms: a genetic evolution algorithm,
as implemented in the standard Python package GPLearn, and an ordinary feed-forward
neural network (Multi-Layer Perceptron, or MLP), as implemented in Python’s SciKit
package as MLPRegressor [82].
For this test, we randomly generated 150 instances of the symbolic regression task. For
each of these instances, we constructed a symbolic formula by randomly filling in the nodes
of a k-layer symbolic parse tree with suitable values. Each interior node was filled in with
a randomly selected operator from the set {+,×, sin,
√
·}, and each leaf node was filled
in with a randomly selected variable ranging from x1 to xd. In addition, around 80% of
the nodes the symbolic parse tree were randomly multiplied by a random constant value
between -10 and 10, and around 80% of the nodes were increased by a random bias value
between -10 and 10.
For each of these randomly generated symbolic formulas, we generated a dataset of 1000
random points with input values distributed uniformly at random from the region [0, 5]d.
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The output values were calculated by passing these points into the symbolic formulas. In
this way, we constructed training datasets for a total of 150 symbolic regression instances,
each with 1000 labelled training data points. In a similar way, we generated 1000 labelled
test data points for each instance, where the test points were distributed uniformly from
the expanded domain [0, 10]d.
For each instance, we ran our SFL method, along with the GPLearn method (GPL) and
the neural network method (MLP), to obtain three symbolic functions to fit the training
dataset. We then computed the error score by evaluating the mean square difference
between the true and predicted output values for each of the points in the test set.
We ran the entire procedure twice: once on symbolic expressions with parse trees having
k = 2 layers and d = 3 variables, and once with k = 3 layers and d = 2 variables. In each
case, we adjusted the SFL algorithm to use the number of variables and layers accordingly.
The SFL was allowed to restart 20 times per equation, and the learned equation that
performed best on a held-out validation set consisting of 300 randomly chosen points of
the training data was returned as the resulting equation.
We used one hidden layer of 5 nodes for the MLP regressor in the first test, and two
hidden layers of 5 nodes in the second test. The GPL regressor used all of the default set-
tings from the GPLearn framework, although the set of allowable operators was restricted
to the set {+,×, sin,
√
·}.
In Tables 3.1 and 3.2, we show the proportion of the resulting symbolic formulas discov-
ered by each method that obtained a mean square error less than specified cutoffs. Table
3.1 shows the results for the experiment on equations with 2 tree layers and three variables,
and Table 3.2 shows the results for the experiment on equations with 3 tree layers and two
variables. The complete plots showing the proportion of test equations that attained test
errors less than every cutoff threshold are shown in Figure 3.4.
Method Error <0.01 Error <0.1 Error <0.5 Error <1.0
GPL 3.3% 15.3% 36.7% 54.7%
MLP 2.7% 16.0% 38.7% 60.0%
SFL 28.0% 41.3% 54.0% 67.3%
Table 3.1: The proportion of equations with 2-layer trees over three variables which ob-
tained a test error less than specified cutoffs.
From the tables, we see that for almost every error threshold of interest, our SFL
was able to solve more symbolic regression instances than the competing methods. In
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Method Error <0.01 Error <0.1 Error <0.5 Error <1.0
GPL 3.3% 20.7% 40.7% 61.3%
MLP 2.7% 20.7% 42.7% 58.7%
SFL 10.7% 28.7% 45.3% 60.0%
Table 3.2: The proportion of equations with 3-layer trees over two variables which obtained
a test error less than specified cutoffs.
particular, our method was much more successful at finding correct formulas for very low
error thresholds than GPL or MLP.
3.4.2 Learning Differential Equations
In addition to finding symbolic functions to fit a given dataset of measurements, it is also
possible to use an SFL to learn symbolic differential equations for which a given function
is a solution. In this experiment, we show how our SFL is able to carry out this interesting
task.
Suppose that we have access to a given function y = f(x1, . . . , xd), or, at least, are able
to make measurements of y and its derivatives at any desired value of (x1, . . . , xd). Indeed,












≈ f(x+ ε(e i + ej))− f(x+ ε(e i − ej))− f(x+ ε(ej − e i)) + f(x− ε(e i + ej))
4ε2
where e i is the unit vector in the ith direction, and ε is some small constant, such as 0.1.
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Figure 3.4: Cumulative error plots for each of the two comparative experiments, showing
what proportion of each of the 150 test equations attained test errors less than each given
value. Instances that failed grossly with test error larger than e11 ≈ 60, 000 had error
scores truncated.
admits y = f(x) as a solution. Note that, for simplicity, we are showing here a second-
order differential equation in terms of first-order derivatives; the makeup and order of the
derivatives can be generalized naturally as needed.
Let D be a set of randomly generated points over the region in Rd where the desired
differential equation should hold. For each point (x1, . . . , xd) in D, compute or approximate
the values of f , ∂f/∂xi for i = 1, . . . , d, and ∂
2f/∂x21. Then construct the augmented
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Figure 3.5: A plot of sample measurements of downwards velocity for an object falling
while subject to air resistance.





Note that this step uses the SFL in the same way as when performing symbolic regression.
The equation learned by this algorithm, in the form v = g(u), is a differential equation in
the same format as Equation 3.2, as desired.
We now present some examples of using our equation-discovery system for learning
differential equations if the desired solution is given. In the case of examples in physics,
the equation describing an object’s motion is often obtained from a differential equation.
Here, we show two examples of the procedure in reverse. Note that the equations of
motion can be obtained empirically by observed measurements in controlled experiments.
This form of scientific discovery is not standard, but demonstrates the ability of our system
to learn useful differential equations from known solutions.
Falling Object with Air Resistance
An object of mass m falling towards the earth while subject to non-neglibible air resistance











where C and k are constants affected by the object’s initial velocity and the strength of
the air resistance. Suppose that this equation is known, as in a controlled environment,
an object’s speed can be measured at any time t. A plot of sample measurements for this
phenomenon is shown in Figure 3.5.
Let C = g = 9.80. Then, if we make the variable substitution b = k/m, the velocity at
time t is given by
v(t, b) = 9.80(1− e−bt)/b.




= −0.997b · v(t, b) + 9.799
which can be understood as
∂v(t,m, k)
∂t




mv′ = mg − kv,
which is known to be the application of Newton’s second law for falling objects affected by
the forces of gravity and air resistance.
1-D Damped Oscillator
A 1-dimensional damped oscillator of mass m moves along a trajectory given by













where α and k are constants describing the intensity of the dampening force and the
springiness of the oscillator, and A and φ0 represent the initial amplitude and phase shift.
Suppose that this equation is known, as in a controlled environment, the position and ve-
locity of the oscillator can be measured at any given time t. A plot of sample measurements
for this phenomenon is shown in Figure 3.6.
Let A = 1 and φ0 = 0. For simplicity, we make the substitutions b1 = α/m and
b2 = k/m. Then the path of the oscillator is given by













Figure 3.6: A plot of sample measurements of the position for an oscillating object subject
to a damping force as time passes.








which, by reverse substituting b1 and b2, can be understood as






ma = −αv − kx,
where we use a and v to denote the acceleration x′′ and velocity x′ of the oscillator. Once
again, we have recovered a known statement of Newton’s second law for a specific situation.
Other Learned Differential Equations
To test the ability of our model at learning differential equations to fit functions without
specific physics applications, we applied our method on a variety of different input func-
tions. The resulting differential equations, along with error scores, are shown in Table 3.3.
Some of these results are what we might expect. The differential equation learned
for Example #1, which indicates that y = sin(x) is a solution to y′′ = −0.985y − 0.333,
resembles the known differential equation for simple harmonic motion, y′′ = −y. Other
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Learned DE #2 Learned DE #3
Learned DE #5 Learned DE #7
Learned DE #8 Learned DE #9
Figure 3.7: Some learned differential equations. Dotted lines show the derivatives of given
functions, and solid lines are the learned differential equations evaluated at the given
functions.
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Table 3.3: Selected examples of learned differential equations that are satisfied by given
functions.
# f(x) Learned differential equation for f(x) Interval Error
1 sin(x) y′′ = −0.985y − 0.333 [-5, 5] 0.000104
2 x sin(x) y′′ = −2.088 sin(0.869x− 1.544)
−1.251y − 0.053
[-5, 5] 0.298
3 sin(x) cos(x) y′′ = −3.954y − 0.006 [-5, 5] 0.00017












0.011− 0.072y − 1.678 [-2, 2] 0.00213
7 e−x sin(x) y′′ = 0.077x− 1.051y − 1.804y′ − 0.293 [-2, 2] 0.0516




0.144y + 0.037x [-3, 3] 0.0604
9 2ex + x+ 2 y′′ = 0.009y + 0.984y′ − 0.991 [-2, 2] 0.0083
results are more interesting: Example #4 shows that the parabola y = 2x2 +1 is a solution






We selected some examples to display visually in Figure 3.7. In these plots, we show
how well the given functions fit the differential equations that were learned for them. The
dotted line in each graph represents the required derivative of the given function, as it
appears in the left side of the learned differential equation shown in Table 3.3. The solid
line shows the (right side of the) learned differential equations from the table, when y is
substituted with the true given function f(x). We can see from the plots how well the
given functions satisfy the differential equations that were generated for them.
3.5 Summary
In this chapter, we presented a novel architecture for neural-based symbolic function learn-
ing framework. This SFL, trained using deep learning, is configurable, adapts to address
many tasks, is highly interpretable, enables learning of constant values, and produces ap-
proximate solutions in case it fails to find the exact ones.
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We demonstrated how the SFL is useful for symbolic regression, performing competently
in comparison with existing regression methods. We also presented the problem of learning
differential equations as a novel application for symbolic function learners, and showed how
our SFL produced useful results when used for this task.
In the following chapters, we will show how symbolic function learners, including our
SFL, can be used for additional tasks in the pursuit of automated knowledge discovery.
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Chapter 4
Symbolic Solutions to Differential
Equations
Indeed We have created
everything in a measure.
Noble Qur’an, 54:49
Differential equations play a fundamental role in describing the physical laws that
govern the natural world, and have been the subject of much study for centuries. More
recently, artificial neural networks have gained popularity as they have been shown to
demonstrate superior performance in a wide variety of tasks. Supported by the back-
propagation techniques that make deep learning possible, there are few fields remaining
in which neural networks have not made a contribution. Naturally, neural networks have
been applied to solving differential equations, with promising results.
Many research studies have shown the ease with which neural networks can model
solutions to previously unmanageable differential equations. In this case, the function
satisfying the differential equation is not given in the form of an explicit mathematical
expression. Rather, the solution takes the form of a highly complicated neural network
model, making up for its lack of interpretability with its highly accurate fit.
Perhaps it is the success that neural networks have had with this approach to solving
differential equations that has prevented progress in using deep learning to solve such prob-
lems in a different way: obtaining symbolic solutions in the form of readable, mathematical
expressions.
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A recent study on Deep Learning for Symbolic Mathematics [57] is one of the rare con-
tributions that tries to address this gap. In that work, the authors demonstrate how using
methods in deep learning can achieve state-of-the-art performance in solving differential
equations and integration problems symbolically. Their method employs deep learning in
an indirect way: rather than using deep learning to discover the solutions to differential
equations themselves, their method involves constructing and making use of a language
model that has been trained to understand the language of symbolic mathematics. Thus,
the differential equations are not solved by using deep learning itself, but by means of a
pre-trained model that had made use of deep learning as it was set up.
In contrast with this approach, we describe in this chapter a method that aims to use
deep learning to solve problems in symbolic mathematics directly. We present a framework
for solving differential equations that explores the space of candidate mathematical func-
tions and uses deep learning techniques to identify the optimal solution for the problem.
We show that our method also naturally extends to differential equations over multiple
variables.
As part of this system, we use our symbolic regression algorithm as a neural-based Sym-
bolic Function Learner (SFL) that is able to produce symbolic mathematical expressions
that minimize a specified cost function. The key requirement of an SFL is that, given a





Our implementation makes use of the SFL model presented in Chapter 3. This SFL
seeks the minimizer of Equation (4.1) using a purely gradient-based search, allowing it to
take advantage of all of the training techniques that neural networks have to offer.
As Lample and Charton admit [57], neural networks are rarely used to solve problems
in symbolic mathematics because neural networks are poor at dealing with symbolic math-
ematics in general. We demonstrate that this weakness is not insurmountable. While our
method may not compete with state-of-the-art algorithms for automated solving of highly
complex differential equations, our proposed system has the advantage of being able to pro-
duce symbolic approximate solutions for every problem that it does not or cannot solve.
These are symbolic expressions that may not necessarily solve the differential equations
exactly, but whose values resemble those of the true solutions over a given interval.
Symbolic approximation functions are useful because they allow insight to the shape
of a solution even when the solution itself cannot be found. Furthermore, they allow us to
see which functions in the function space F are closest to the true solution when the true
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solution itself does not lie in F . This is particularly useful in cases where the solution to
a differential equation cannot be represented in terms of elementary functions.
In the following sections, we outline the core of our framework and enumerate some of
the advantages of our system. We then show several experiments that demonstrate the
power of our method and the utility of symbolic approximation functions. We are able
to use our method to determine symbolic functions that approximately solve a number of
members in the family of Lane-Emden equations [2], several of which have eluded closed-
form solutions. We also show how our framework can be used to solve integration problems,
and generate symbolic approximate integrals to a number of functions with non-analytic
antiderivatives.
4.1 Method
A general form for representing nonlinear, ordinary differential equations is
g(x, y, y′, y′′, . . .) = 0. (4.2)
More generally, any partial differential equation (PDE) can be represented by the form
g
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, . . .
)
= 0. (4.3)
The solution to this system is the mathematical function f(x) that minimizes the
expected error
LA(f) = E










where x is distributed over the desired domain of f . Note that in most cases, it is sufficient
to use discrete approximations for partial derivatives, such as
∂f
∂xi









≈ f(x+ ε(e i + ej))− f(x+ ε(e i − ej))− f(x+ ε(ej − e i)) + f(x− ε(e i + ej))
4ε2
where e i is the unit vector in the ith direction, and ε is some small constant, such as 0.1.
In some cases, the differential equation may be constrained by initial values for the
function or any of its derivatives. These may be expressed in terms of points, {(xi, y(ni)i )},
that must satisfy the solution to the differential equation. Frequently, these initial values
represent boundary conditions that restrict the choices for the solution to the differential
equation. In the present framework, we do not impose any requirement on whether these
constraining points lie on the boundary of the domain or otherwise.




∣∣∣f (ni)(xi)− y(ni)i ∣∣∣2 . (4.5)
The solution to the differential equation can be therefore found by finding the function
f that minimizes the error
Err = LA(f) + λLB(f). (4.6)
If f belongs to a class of functions that can be learned using methods based on gradient
descent, then the differential equation can be solved by standard deep learning techniques,
such as back-propagation. This is the way neural networks are typically used for solving
differential equations.
However, if f is assumed to be in the form of a symbolic mathematical expression, then
to use Equation (4.6) to learn the function via deep learning techniques, there must be a
method for generating symbolic expressions that minimize a given cost function. This is
the task that we aim to address using our symbolic function learner, described in Chapter 3.
4.2 Strengths and Advantages
Our proposed equation solving framework possesses the following strengths:
Ability to Approximate
Most automated systems for solving differential equations or performing integration are
unable to produce a symbolic expression when given a problem that is outside of their
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capacity to solve [75]. In particular, many differential equations and integration problems
are known to have no closed-form analytic solution, which would be guaranteed to fail in
these systems [52].
Our framework is able to provide a symbolic expression as output in every single in-
stance. Since the SFL is performing an optimization search based on reducing an objective
value, it does not distinguish between problems that are solvable or not, and always returns
the expression found during the search process that attains the best objective score.
A powerful advantage of this fact is that our system can be used to generate optimal
approximations for functions under user-imposed restrictions on expression complexity.
Furthermore, our system excels at obtaining symbolic approximations for functions that
cannot be expressed in terms of elementary functions at all, as will be shown in the Ex-
periments section.
Modularity
The framework is modular and can be easily adapted as models for generating symbolic
functions improve. Although we present one model for an SFL in this work, the frame-
work can easily be applied using any other method for obtaining symbolic mathematical
expressions that optimize a given cost function.
In particular, many symbolic regression algorithms are designed to find the symbolic
expression that minimizes the mean square error (or some other fitness metric) over a given
dataset. In some of these approaches, the regressor is performing an optimization problem
over the search space of symbolic functions. This is the case for some genetic evolution
based strategies, including Eureqa [93], as well as the methods that involve neural networks,
including [92] and [106]. Our framework provides an alternative application where these
same models can be used, with little adjustment, for a different task.
No Dependency on Language Model
The state-of-the-art method for using deep learning to solve problems in symbolic mathe-
matics is given by Lample and Charton [57]. Their technique (which we call “LC”), while
capable of producing outstanding results, necessarily requires learning a language model
for symbolic expressions before it can be used.
Our model does not depend on having access to a trained language model. By dropping
this requirement, we make a trade-off in performance: there are many differential equations
that LC can solve exactly but our method will not.
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On the other hand, the advantages of this trade-off are numerous. We do not need to
train a hefty language model over millions of symbolic expressions, nor do we need to exert
effort to obtain this trove of training data (in the form of labelled, input-output pairs of
solved integrals and differential equations). The lack of dependency provides our compact
model with the flexibility to adapt to new environments without training a new language
model. For example, if we wish to change our set of allowable operations, we can do so at
no extra cost and begin the SFL as normal.
Versatility
Our framework was designed with differential equations in mind, but can be easily applied
to a variety of other tasks with no extra effort. In addition to first and second order
diffential equations, the following problems can be tackled using our framework by simply
using the appropriate choices for the function g(x, y, y′, y′′) of Equation (4.3):
• Integration: Compute the antiderivative of p(x) by setting g(x, y, y′, y′′) = y′−p(x).
• Functional equations: Solve the functional equation h(x, y) = 0 by setting the
objective “differential” equation as g(x, y, y′, y′′) = h(x, y).
• Compute inverse functions: Obtain an expression to approximate the inverse of
the function p(x) by setting g(x, y, y′, y′′) = x− p(y).
• Compute roots: Obtain a approximate numerical root of the function p(x) by
setting g(x, y, y′, y′′) = p(y).
• Symbolic regression: Obtain a symbolic expression to fit a dataset of points
{(x, y)} by defining g(x, y, y′, y′′) as 0 (declaring it as an irrelevant aspect during
training) and providing the dataset of points for fitting as the set of initial value
conditions, guiding the optimization process.
4.3 Limitations
The main limitation in our model is the same that affects all approaches used for symbolic
function learning: the space of all possible mathematical functions is so vast that the task
of identifying the one expression best suited for a given objective function is very likely to
be an NP-hard problem [106]. This difficulty is further compounded by the fact that neural
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networks are not naturally suited to approaching problems in symbolic mathematics [57].
Although our SFL discovers accurate or useful functions in many cases, it is susceptible to
getting trapped in local minima and returns suboptimal results on several occasions. This
problem grows more severe as the number of tree layers or allowable operations increases.
4.4 Evaluation
To test our system, we performed a number of example tasks on a variety of problems.
In each task, we run our system when given a function g(x, y, y′, y′′) that encodes the
problem we are trying to solve. Unless stated otherwise, the SFL algorithm is run using
the unary operators U = [id, sin,
√
·] and the binary operator V = [×]. In order to avoid
illegal argument errors, we automatically compute the absolute value before entering any
value as input to operations defined only on the positive half-plane, such as the square
root function. Note that adding an explicit addition operator is not necessary by the way
we defined id in the operator function p of our SFL.
We run our method 20 times on each task, each time using 5000 randomly generated
points within the domain of the desired function f to train our model. Each run proceeds
for 6000 iterations and returns the function represented by the parse tree at the final
iteration. We observed that more iterations than this were not needed whenever the SFL
was on track to reaching convergence. During the first 1250 (= 25%) of iterations of each
run, we use the standard form of softmax function s, and switch to the discrete form s′ for
the remainder of the training. This allows the model to more freely explore the function
space during early stages of training, before settling down towards a single expression
structure and fine-tuning constants for the remaining iterations.
The output of our system is the function produced by the SFL that obtained the lowest
validation error out of all 20 runs, as per Equation (4.6), on a held-out validation set of
1500 randomly chosen points from the training data points.
We use a TensorFlow 2.2.0 implementation on Python 3.6, run on Microsoft Windows
Server 2016 Standard OS with four Intel (R) Xeon (R) Gold 6126 CPU @ 2.60 GHz, 2594
Mhz, 12 core processors.
4.4.1 Lane-Emden Differential Equations
The Lane-Emden equations are a family of equations relating to hydrostatic equilibrium
that have applications in astrophysics [2]. The general form of the homogeneous Lane-
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m True Expr. Learned Expression Error on [1, 5] Error on [0.1, 10]
0 1− x2/6 1.000− 0.166x2 0.000064 0.00016
1 sin(x)/x 0.91− 0.85 sin(0.04x2 + 0.01x
+0.67 sin(0.18x− 0.03)− 0.04)
0.327 5.320










3 None 0.980− 0.407 sin(0.170x+ 0.016)
−0.001x2 − 0.069x
0.0935 0.271














Table 4.1: The Lane Emden equation, shown in Equation (4.7), has known solutions for
m = 0, 1, and 5, but not other values of m. Our system is able to produce symbolic
expressions to approximate solutions for all values of m.




y′ + ym = 0 (4.7)
where y(0) = 1 and y′(0) = 0 are initial conditions.
This family of differential equations is interesting, among other reasons, because closed-
form solution to this equation are known for m = 0, 1, and 5, but not for other values of
m. It is not known if analytic solutions exist in these cases. Instead, researchers resort to
computational approximations for these equations [80].
We ran our system on the Lane-Emden equation for values of m ranging from 0 to 5
by setting g(x, y, y′, y′′) as given in Equation (4.7). For m = 1 onwards, we added the
division operator ÷ to our set of allowable binary operations. Our method obtained the
symbolic expressions shown in Table 4.1, graphed visually in the right panel of Figure 4.1.
The error score over the interval [a, b] is a measure of how close the values of the g function
are to 0 on the interval when using the learned expression f , computed using the integral∫ b
a
|g(x, f(x), f ′(x), f ′′(x))|2 dx.
The Lane-Emden equations are meant to be applied over the semi-infinite domain
[0,∞), but for computational purposes we restricted the domain of training to be within
[0.1, 4]. Points around x = 0 were excluded in order to avoid the singularity in Equa-
tion (4.7). Despite the fact that the points given in initial value conditions fall outside
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Figure 4.1: Graphs of Lane-Emden equations, comparing the true solutions (left) with
the symbolic approximations obtained using our model (right). Note that the symbolic
approximation functions are able to replicate the general behaviour of the true functions,
while constrained to using only the prespecified operations in mathematical expressions of
limited complexity.
the domain of the training points, our system is still able to effectively abide by the given
constraints.
As seen in Table 4.1 and Figure 4.1, our system was able to produce competent symbolic
approximations for the Lane-Emden equations even when no symbolic solution is known to
exist. Aside from when m = 1, the approximation quality was very good over the interval
[1, 5].
4.4.2 1-Dimensional Wave Equation
We also tested our system on a number of mutivariate partial differential equation problems
and demonstrate the results.
The motion of wave travelling in one spatial dimension over time can be modelled by
a function u(x, t) that satisfies the PDE
∂2u
∂t2




for x ∈ [0, π], t > 0. This type of motion can be found in particles vibrating around a rest
position along a single direction [96].
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Consider the case where c = 1 and we are given the boundary conditions
u(0, t) = 0
u(π, t) = 0
for t > 0, and initial conditions
u(x, 0) = 0
∂u
∂t
(x, 0) = sinx
for x ∈ [0, π].
This system has the exact solution u(x, t) = sinx sin t. Our method produced the
symbolic solution
û(x, t) = 1.0002 sin(1.000x) sin(0.9998t).
This result is represented visually in Figure 4.2. In this figure, as well as the ones following
it, the left-most graph is a plot of the learned symbolic function. The central graph shows
the residual error from the learned function, that is, the value of g evaluated at x as in
L1(f) used in Equation 4.4. The right graph demonstrates how the learned function fits
the specified boundary conditions. The plots show how the residual errors are small and
the boundary conditions are satisfied well for this example.
Figure 4.2: The learned solution to the wave equation (4.8), with residual error and bound-
ary values.
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4.4.3 1-Dimensional Heat Equation
The diffusion of heat through a medium along a single spatial dimension over time can be







for x ∈ [0, π], t > 0. For example, this equation might be used to model how an uneven
initial distribution of heat disperses and levels out along a rod of uniform composition.
Consider the case given by the boundary conditions
u(0, t) = 0
u(π, t) = 0
for t > 0, and initial conditions
u(x, 0) = sin x
for x ∈ [0, π].
This system has the exact solution u(x, t) = e−t sinx. Our method produced the sym-
bolic solution
û(x, t) = (1.005e−0.994t − 0.005) sin(0.9996x+ 0.001t).
This result is represented visually in Figure 4.3. Once again, the residual errors are small
and the boundary conditions are met.
4.4.4 Fokker-Planck Equations
The Fokker-Planck equation is a general model describing the behaviour of particles un-
dergoing Brownian motion, with applications ranging from astrophysics to economics [89].




u(x, t) = − ∂
∂x
A(x, t)u(x, t) +
∂2
∂x2
B(x, t)u(x, t) (4.10)
with initial condition u(x, 0) = f(x), where A(x, t) and B(x, t) (known as drift and diffusion
coefficients, respectively), along with f(x), are specified real-valued functions.
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Figure 4.3: The symbolic solution to the heat equation (4.9), with residual error and
boundary values.









































u(x, t) = −A(x, t) ∂
∂x




with initial condition u(x, 0) = f(x), where A(x, t), B(x, t), and f(x) are specified real-
valued functions. Note that this formulation is already close to matching the format of
Equation (4.3), and does not need to be heavily rearranged.
We will look at three common examples of FP equations with known analytic solutions.
These examples have been investigated in several existing works on FP equations, including
those by [56], [31], and [46].
Example 1
Consider the case of Equation (4.10) over x, t ∈ [0, 1] where A(x, t) = −1 and B(x, t) = 1,
subject to the initial condition f(x) = x.
This system has the exact solution u(x, t) = x+ t. Our method produced the symbolic
solution
û(x, t) = 1.0001x+ 1.0001t.
This result is represented visually in Figure 4.4.
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Figure 4.4: The symbolic solution to FP Example 1, with residual error and boundary
values.
Example 2
Consider the case of Equation (4.10) over x, t ∈ [0, 1] where A(x, t) = x and B(x, t) = x2/2,
subject to the initial condition f(x) = x.
This system has the exact solution u(x, t) = xet. Our method produced the symbolic
solution
û(x, t) = (0.972x− 0.001t+ 0.002)e1.024t + 0.029x− 0.002.
This result is represented visually in Figure 4.5.




Consider the case of Equation (4.12) over x, t ∈ [0, 1] where A(x, t) = −(x + 1) and
B(x, t) = x2et, subject to the initial condition f(x) = x+ 1.
This system has the exact solution u(x, t) = (x + 1)et. Our method produced the
symbolic solution
û(x, t) = (0.923x− 0.006t+ 0.866)e0.011x+1.121t + 0.057x+ 0.136.
This result is represented visually in Figure 4.6.
Figure 4.6: The symbolic solution to FP Example 3, with residual error and boundary
values.
4.4.5 Integration for Non-Elementary Functions
Many existing solvers compute the antiderivatives of analytically integrable functions.
However, our method has the property of being able to generate symbolic approximations
for antiderivatives for all functions f(x), including those that do not have integrals that
can be expressed in terms of elementary functions, by choosing our objective differential
equation as g(x, y, y′) = y′ − f(x).
We demonstrate this ability of our method on four common examples of functions that









dx, where F̂ is our approximation for the antiderivative
of f over [a, b].
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Name Integrand, f Learned antiderivative F̂ of f Interval I Error on I
Bell curve e−x
2
See B̂(x) in text [-2, 2] 0.00185
Elliptic integral
√






) [-1, 1] 0.00094





0.494x) [0, π] 0.0103
Table 4.2: The symbolic expressions found by our method for integrals that cannot be
expressed in terms of elementary functions.
Figure 4.7: Each of the above graphs compares the true antiderivative (dotted line) with the
symbolic approximation produced by our method (solid line) for a function whose integral
is not expressible in terms of elementary functions. Constants of integration were manually
selected to line up the curves vertically for easy comparison. The symbolic expressions we
found are shown in Table 4.2.
The Bell Curve
It is well known that there is no elementary function whose derivative is e−x
2
. We ap-





dt over the set of operators
[+,×,
√
·, sin] on the interval [−2, 2] using a 3 layer SFL parse tree.
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The resulting expression obtained was
B̂(x) = 1.039 sin(0.969|0.982 sin(0.045x− 0.105)




+1.097 sin(0.451x− 0.039)− 0.206)− 0.577)
+0.016
This is certainly a complex expression, but it fits reasonably well over the interval [−2, 2],
as can be seen in Figure 4.7.
Although the definition of B̂(x) is cumbersome, it offers insight that would not have
been visible by inspection. Using this function as a starting point, we visually detected
and manually applied perturbations to obtain the expression
êrf(x) = 0.545 sin(
√
sin(0.1368x+ 0.0883) + 0.2120
+1.300 sin(sin(0.5162x+ 0.1931)− 0.5716)).
While by no means elegant, this expression is simpler than the previous one, and also






2πdt, representing the area under the normal distribution













Thus, in the spirit of [115], the semi-automatically generated symbolic function êrf(x)
is almost an exact match for the cumulative distribution function for the standard Gaussian
distribution, as seen in Figure 4.8, and hence provides an analytic alternative to lookup
tables when computing probabilities of normally distributed events.
Elliptic Integral
Another function whose integral is not expressible in terms of elementary functions is the





We tested our framework on this integral and include the results in Table 4.2 and
Figure 4.7.
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Figure 4.8: The true CDF for the Gaussian distribution (dotted line) is approximated well
by the analytic function êrf(x) discovered by our method (solid line).
Trigonmetric Integrals
Two more functions with integrals that cannot be expressed in elementary form are y =
sin(sin(x)) and y =
√
sin(x).
We applied our framework on both of these functions and and include the results in
Table 4.2 and Figure 4.7.
4.4.6 Computing Functional Inverse
As one final example, we use our system to produce a symbolic approximation to the
inverse of c(x) = x3 + x+ 1 in terms of the sin function. Using a 2-layer SFL trained over
the interval [-2, 2], we obtain the approximate inverse function
c−1(x) ≈ 0.86 sin(0.524x+ 0.383 sin(0.872x− 0.86)− 0.076)− 0.321
which we illustrate in Figure 4.9.
This example demonstrates how our framework can be used not only for differential
equations, but also to find solutions to functional equations and compute inverse functions.
4.5 Summary
We have presented a framework for using deep learning techniques to obtain symbolic
solutions to differential equations. Based on a number of experiments, we have shown that
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Figure 4.9: This graph compares the true inverse (dotted line) with the symbolic approxi-
mation produced by our method (solid line) for the cubic function c(x) = x3 + x+ 1.
our method is able to effectively supply symbolic function approximations to problems that
have no elementary symbolic solutions.
Our system is open to accepting symbolic function learners other than the SFL we
presented in Chapter 3. It would be good to see how competitive symbolic regression tools
would perform within our framework. Solving differential equations (and other tasks in
symbolic mathematics) would be a good way to test the abilities of symbolic regression
algorithms, beyond the normal problems that they are usually tested against.
In the next chapter, we introduce another application for using symbolic functions to






You did not recite any book
before it, nor did you write it
with your right hand. . .
Noble Qur’an, 29:48
Symbolic regression is not the only way to discover symbolic mathematical functions
that describe relationships between variables in numerical datasets. Although it allows for
much more flexibility than more constrained methods of regression, symbolic regression is
still tied to the framework of representing a specified output variable as a function of given
input variables.
In this chapter, we explore the possibility of using a symbolic function learner to discover
symbolic relationships between variables in a way that removes some of the structural
requirements of symbolic regression. In doing so, we can use the proposed method for the
following objectives:
1. Discover symbolic expressions that describe relationships between variables when
none of the variables is explicitly identified as the “output”.
2. Learn mathematical properties that characterize a given set of objects using only
“unlabelled” measurements or observations.
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3. Perform the standard task of symbolic regression, but now allowing the learned equa-
tion to be implicitly defined in terms of the output variable.
x1 x2 x3 y
f (x1, x2, x3) = x1 + sin(x3) = y
f (x1, x2, x3) = (x1x3)






Figure 5.1: A comparison of the methods for symbolic regression and unsupervised rule
learning, with example outputs. Top: Symbolic regression takes in labelled input-output
data and finds a formula to predict the output variable as a function of the input. Bottom:
Unsupervised rule learning takes in unlabelled data and finds an equation equalling 0 that
is satisfied by all of the datapoints.
The method for achieving these objectives, as well as illustrative examples and experi-
ments, will be presented in the sections that follow.
5.1 Method
We present our method in two parts. The first part is the general approach for unsupervised
rule learning, which we later demonstrate by rediscovering several identities in geometry.
The second part is a specific application of the approach that performs symbolic regression
in a way that the dependent variable is defined implicitly.
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5.1.1 Unsupervised Symbolic Equation Discovery
We now present a method by which a symbolic function learner may be used for equation
discovery beyond the normal framework of symbolic regression. In particular, we show
how to use a symbolic function learner to discover mathematical relationships between
different variables without using a specific regression structure, which would require input
and output variables to be explicitly specified in the training data. By doing so, we are
able to learn symbolic expressions that show implicit relationships between variables in a
given dataset, where no single variable is treated as an explicit “output” value. This is a
way of generating a list of “properties” satisfied by elements in a given set of data, using
an unsupervised, discovery-based approach. Effectively, we are learning a mathematical
way to characterize the members of the set D.
Intuitively, our method works by constructing an augmented dataset that combines
the original, “real” data with new, “fake” data, and learns a symbolic function to act as
a classifier to discriminate between the two. If the fake data is generated such that it
does not share common properties with the objects described by the real data, then the
discriminating function will take the form of a symbolic expression that defines a property
of the real data. In this way, we have discovered a symbolic relationship between the
variables in the real dataset.
This process will be explained more rigourously in the following sections.
Real data and fake data
Concretely, suppose we are given a dataset D of n points over a set of real-valued variables,
x1, . . . , xd. We wish to find some mathematical expression f : Rd → R that defines a
relationship between these variables over the dataset, such that f(x1, . . . , xd) = 0 for every
point (x1, . . . , xd) ∈ D. In other words, we would like to discover some underlying structure
in D by finding any mathematical rules that the points in D tend to obey.
Of course, there are trivial functions that would certainly satisfy the condition as spec-
ified, such as the zero function that returns 0 at every point in Rd , as well as any symbolic
function that identically simplifies to zero, such as f(x1, . . . , xd) = x1/x1 + x2 − x2 − 1.
These functions do not reveal any properties exclusive to the points in D. We are interested
in finding functions f that equate to 0 over the dataset D, but are not identically equal
to 0; in particular, f should generally not return 0 at points that are not in D. Thus, our
goal is to find f : Rd → R such that
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f(x1, . . . , xd)
{
= 0, (x1, . . . , xd) ∈ D
6= 0, (x1, . . . , xd) 6∈ D.
(5.1)
Our approach is to obtain a new set of n′ points from Rd, called D′, that contains only
points that are not in D. In particular, the points in D′ do not satisfy the properties that
are special to the points in D. We can think of the set D′ as containing “fake” data that
our learned equation should distinguish from the “real” data contained in D.
In practice, if the points inD are believed to follow some relatively uncommon structure,
the set D′ can be generated at random. However, in general, our method seeks a function to
discriminate between the points in D and D′, so D′ can be chosen more precisely whenever
the situation calls for it.
The two sets D and D′ are then merged together into a new, labelled set D∗, where
the points originating from D have a label of 1 and the points from D′ have a label of 0.
Hence, D∗ is a set of n+n′ points in Rd+1, where each point is of the form ((x1, . . . , xd), y)
for some y ∈ {0, 1}.
Symbolic function learning
The set D∗ is now a labelled, real-valued dataset, and as such, is suitable as input for a
symbolic regression algorithm. By applying a symbolic function learner on D∗, we would
seek a symbolic function g : Rd → R such that g(x1, . . . , xd) = 1 for (x1, . . . , xd) in D and
g(x1, . . . , xd) = 0 for (x1, . . . , xd) in D
′. Note that this is not (yet) the same as what we were
originally seeking, because the labels are reverse from what we wanted in Equation (5.1).
To fix this label reversal, we make one slight modification when performing our symbolic
regression: we insert a hump function, centred at 0, just after computing the output value
of the symbolic function but before computing the cost function as in Equation (3.1). Thus,
the symbolic regression is trained to minimize the difference between H0(f(x1, . . . , xd)) and
y for each point ((x1, . . . , xd), y) in D
∗, where H0 : R → [0, 1] is a hump function such as
1/(1 + 10x2). This smooth curve, which maps 0 to 1 and values far from 0 to values close
to 0, is illustrated in Figure 5.2.
The purpose of the hump function is two-fold. First, it swaps the output of g from the
labels used in D∗ to match the desired output of f as in Equation (5.1), so that points in
D map to 0 instead of 1. Second, it converts the real-valued output of f into a [0, 1]-valued
output to match the range of labels in D∗. Importantly, the hump function is only close to
1 when its input is close to 0, and is close to 0 everywhere else. Hence the hump function
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Figure 5.2: A sample hump function, H0(t) = 1/(1 + 10t
2).
flattens “all values other than 0” to go towards the single output value 0, which is the
desired behaviour of f .
Thus, by using the hump function, this method will seek out functions f that return
values close to 0 when the output label is 1 (which is when the input to f is in D), and
values anywhere other than 0 when the output label is 0 (which is when the input to f is
in D′). This is the condition that we desired the function f to satisfy in Equation (5.1).
By this method, we can discover symbolic functions that demonstrate properties of
the set D in an unsupervised way. Every time the method is run with a new random
initialization, a new equation will be learned. The fitness of the equation can be measured
by computing the regression error of H0(f) on the a test dataset constructed in a similar
manner as D∗. In practice, we can run this method hundreds of times and look at the
discoveries generated by the equations with the lowest error scores, which should correspond
with mathematical properties that hold for all points in D and no points outside of D.
5.1.2 Implicit Function Regression
Although the method described above can be used to learn relationships for an unlabelled
dataset, it can also be used as an approach for the supervised learning task of symbolic
regression. In fact, this method offers a way to perform symbolic regression to learn
functions that are implicitly defined with respect to the target variable.
Suppose that X is a dataset of points of the form {(x1, . . . , xd, y)}. To perform implicit
symbolic regression on this dataset, apply the method by letting the points in the “real”
dataset D be the points of X treated as elements of Rd+1, and letting the “fake” dataset
































Figure 5.3: A summary of our unsupervised learning framework. A collection of real data
is combined with a collection of fake data, with datapoints assigned output values of 1 or 0
indicating whether they are real or fake. This combined dataset is passed into a symbolic
regressor equipped with a hump function. The resulting learned formula is the desired
learned property.
In this way, the method will seek to find a symbolic formula f such that the expression
f(x1, . . . , xn, y) evaluates to 0 for all points (x1, . . . , xn, y) in D. Thus, the expression
obtained to fit the dataset X will be in terms of the output variable y implicitly rather
than explicitly, allowing a kind of symbolic regression that is not normally possible for
methods that only seek to find curve-fitting functions of the form y = f(x1, . . . , xd). We
will demonstrate some examples of this later in this chapter.
5.2 Strengths and Advantages
This method learns symbolic mathematical expressions to fit datasets in a way that over-
comes many of the restrictions of normal symbolic regression. Some of the advantages
offered by our approach are the following.
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Non-specification of variable dependency
The dataset does not need a specific variable designated as the output to be expressed in
terms of all the other (input) variables. This removes the requirement on the researcher
to make an assumption about a casual relationship between variates. Instead, no variable
is explicitly labelled as independent or dependent, and relationships are sought that may
interrelate some or all of the variables.
Purely data-driven discovery of mathematical properties
The method can be used to learn properties or structure behind classes of objects in a data-
driven way. Instead of relying on insight or logic to discover invariants between variables in
a dataset, this method generates defining mathematical properties in a purely automated
procedure, once the measurements are taken and supplied. Rather than replacing a human-
guided investigation, this method allows a supplementary search for properties that is less
likely to face influence from human biases or errors.
Implicitly-defined symbolic regression
The symbolic regression application of our method naturally enables learning symbolic
formulas defined implicitly in terms of the output variable, which is not often possible for
many symbolic function learning algorithms directly.
5.3 Limitations
We have observed some areas where our method has faced difficulty in practice. Some of
them are as follows.
Scalability
As with the tasks presented in previous chapters, scalability remains an issue. In particular,
we face difficulty when applying our SFL to seek relationships over a large number of
variables. In these situations, our model is more likely to fail to converge to equations with
low test error. One way we can get around this, when the number of measured variables is
large, is by randomly selecting a subset of variables to use at each attempt of rule learning.
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While this allows our method to discover properties in high-dimensional datasets, it is
unable to recover any formulas that contain many or all of the variables within them.
Performance on standard symbolic regression
Although our method is theoretically capable of performing standard symbolic regression,
where the specified output variable is explicitly defined in terms of the independent vari-
ables, we observed that the method does not often produce the correct equation in practice.
It seems that the learned equations tend towards functions that are defined implicitly, and
face more difficulty in finding true equations than in the standard approach to symbolic
regression. This may be due to a variety of reasons, ranging from a poor choice of hump
function to a potential intrinsic weakness of binary classification approach towards regres-
sion. This is an issue that could benefit from further investigation.
5.4 Evaluation
We demonstrate the effectiveness of both the general unsupervised learning method and
the implicit symbolic regression application method through a variety of experiments. In
all cases, we use the symbolic function learner defined in Chapter 3 as a basis for our
implementations.
We restarted the training procedure 500 times to obtain 500 learned equations for
each task. These equations were sorted by their test error according to the SFL, and the
representative examples with lowest error were selected for inclusion in the results that
follow. When reporting learned equations, terms with coefficients of magnitude less than
0.05 were omitted to improve clarity.
5.4.1 Learning Geometric Relationships
To test our unsupervised symbolic expression learning method, we attempted to re-discover
some of the famous laws of geometry from scratch.
Triangles
For our first experiment, we let DT be a set of data encoding the side lengths and angles
of 1000 different triangles. Our goal was to discover universal relationships between the
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side lengths and angles within triangles in general.
To construct each datapoint of DT , three random points in R2 from the region [0, 5]×
[0, 5] were generated and treated as vertices of a triangle. We can refer to the sides lengths
of this triangle as a, b, and c, with corresponding angles as A, B, and C. The datapoint
was then constructed to consist of the 12-tuple
(a, b, c, sin(A), sin(B), sin(C), cos(A),
cos(B), cos(C), tan(A), tan(B), tan(C)) ∈ R12,
with one such datapoint obtained for each random triangle generated. The counter dataset,
D′T , consisted of 1000 tuples in R
12 containing entries chosen uniformly at random from
the range [0, 5] for the first three entries, [-1, 1] for the next six entries, and [-5, 5] for the
final three entries.
In this way, we trained our method to discover mathematical relationships between the
side lengths and the trigonometric ratios of the angles in triangles. For this experiment, we
allowed up to 3 layers in the SFL tree, and allowed equations to use the operators {id,×}.
In each training session, to reduce the complexity of the regression problem, we randomly
selected a subset of 4 to 6 of the 12 variables to run our model on.
Three of the properties our method discovered are listed below:
− 0.350a sin(B) + 0.356b sin(A) + 0.139 sin(A)− 0.094 sin(B) = 0 (5.2)
0.420 sin3(C) + 0.116 sin2(C) + 0.356 sin(C) + 0.854 cos2(C)− 0.930 = 0 (5.3)
0.259 sin(C) cos(C) + 0.535 sin(C) tan(C)− 0.540 tan(C) = 0 (5.4)














This relationship is known to hold for all triangles, and would normally be deduced using
geometric and algebraic reasoning. Our method was able to discover this law of geometry
by observing several examples of randomly generated triangles, and optimizing a formula
to fit the observations, with little to no human intervention.
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Interestingly, not every result from this experiment corresponds to a true property
for triangles. For example, our method identified the following property to hold on the
triangles in DT :
0.133 sin(A) + 0.140 sin(B) + 0.125 cos(A)2
+ 0.086 cos(A) + 0.144 cos(B)2 + 0.091 cos(B)
+ 0.110 cos(C)− 0.440 = 0
Although this expression is nearly accurate when the angles A, B, and C are taken from
most acute triangles, it does not hold as an identity in general. We have a similar situation
for the learned equations (5.3) and (5.4), which simplify to
sin3(C) + 0.276 sin2(C) + 0.848 sin(C) = 2.214(1− 0.918 cos2(C))
and
sin(C) cos(C) = 2.2085 tan(C)(1− 0.991 sin(C))
respectively. In these equations, the learned expressions appear to work very well by
achieving low test error, but are not true for all values of the angle C. Since the equations
(5.3) and (5.4) contain only one variable, we can graph the left sides of the learned equations
as functions of C, as shown in Figure 5.4.
Figure 5.4: These plots show the values of the expressions shown in the left sides of the
learned equations (5.3) and (5.4), left and right respectively, as the value of the angle C
varies from −π to 2π.
When presented visually, we see that the learned expressions are indeed very close to 0
for almost all values of C between 0 and π, but not necessarily anywhere else. Indeed, the
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angles in a triangle cannot exceed π radians, so our unsupervised algorithm never looked at
values of angles outside of this interval. Our method, when trained only on measurements
from real triangles, was able to discover relationships between the trigonometric functions
that are only valid for angles that come from real triangles.
Unrestricted Angles and Trigonometric Identities
In order to learn more general relationships between the trigonometric functions when the
domain is not limited to angles between 0 and π, we constructed a new dataset, D2π,
consisting of points in R3 of the form
(sin(x), cos(x), tan(x))
for 1000 values of x chosen uniformly at random from the interval [0, 2π]. The counter
dataset, D′2π, consisted of tuples in R
3 containing entries chosen uniformly at random from
the range [-1, 1] for the first two entries and [-5, 5] for the final entry.
This new dataset allows for angles to vary over their entire domain, and would therefore
allow our method to capture trigonometric identities that are valid for all real angles. For
this experiment, we allowed up to 4 layers in the SFL tree, and once again used the
allowable operators {id,×}. Two of the learned equations include:
− 2.633 sin2(x)− 2.632 cos2(x) + 2.640 = 0 (5.5)
− 0.173 sin2(x) tan(x)− 0.796 sin2(x)− 0.423 sin(x) cos(x) tan(x)
− 1.218 cos2(x) + 0.076 sin(x) cos(x) + 0.176 sin(x)
− 0.242 cos2(x) tan(x)− 0.168 cos(x) tan(x) + 0.173 tan(x) + 1.221 = 0
(5.6)
It is interesting to note that the Pythagorean identity, namely, sin2(x) + cos2(x) = 1,
was was never discovered when the dataset was only based on triangle measurements.
However, once the domain expanded to include all possible angles, this famous equation
was neatly identified, as seen in equation (5.5), which simplifies to
1.0004 sin2(x) + cos2(x) = 1.003.
Equation (5.6) shows a typical low-error output from our method. This equation does
not demonstrate a clean and simple relationship between the dataset variables. Instead,
it resembles a large, complicated expression that must be carefully simplified before it can
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reveal a mixture of various approximate identities that explain the low error value. In the
case of Equation (5.6), the learned equation simplifies as
0.144(sin(x)− 0.955 cos(x) tan(x))
− 0.142 tan(x)(sin2(x) + 1.40 cos2(x)− 1)
=
(
(0.652 sin(x) + 0.346 cos(x) tan(x)) sin(x)
+ 0.998 cos2(x)− 1
) (5.7)
which resolves to several repeated approximations of the known trigonometric relationships
sin2(x) + cos2(x) = 1 and tan(x) cos(x) = sin(x). The graph of Equation (5.6) is shown in
Figure 5.5.
Figure 5.5: The graph of the left side of Equation (5.6) as a function of x. Left: The
y-axis is scaled 1:1 with the x-axis. Right: The y-axis is stretched to the range [-0.1, 0.1],
showing the minuscule fluctuations in the curve more clearly.
Right Triangles
As another experiment, we attempted to discover properties that apply specifically to
right-angled triangles, in contrast with triangles that do not contain right angles.
In this framework, we constructed DR by randomly sampled measurements for 1000
right angle triangles, obtaining points in R12 of the same form as in the Triangles experiment
above. To guarantee that these triangles contain a right angle, we selected the side lengths
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a and c of each triangle by sampling two values randomly from the interval [0, 5], labelling
them so that c > a, and then computing b =
√
c2 − a2. This ensures that each triple
(a, b, c) corresponds to the side lengths of a triangle with side lengths of at most 5 and
with angle C = π/2.
For D′R, we used data for 1000 randomly generated triangles as in dataset D for the
Triangles experiment above, noting that the probability for a triangle randomly generated
this way to contain a right angle is sufficiently negligible.
We ran our method using the [id,×] operators on symbolic parse trees of 3 levels over
4 variables. Many of the discovered formulas quickly picked up on the fact that, since
C = π/2 for every triangle in DR, we have that sinC − 1 = cosC = 0. Two of the less
trivial relationships we were able to obtain are the following:
0.205a2 + 0.202b2 − 0.215c2 = 0 (5.8)
− 4.508 sin(B) + 4.481 cos(A) + 0.013 = 0 (5.9)
which simplify, respectively, to
1.015a2 + b2 = 1.064c2
and
sin(B) = 0.994 cos(A) + 0.003.
Equation (5.8) is the well-known Pythagorean Theorem for right triangles, a2 +b2 = c2.
Equation (5.9) demonstrates the relationship between the sine and cosine of complementary
angles: in right triangles, where A + B = π/2, it follows that sin(A) = cos(B), or simply
sin(x) = cos(π/2−x). Note that the dataset DR would only have given enough information
for us to conclude this relationship for angles x in the interval (0, π/2), even though it holds
in general for all x ∈ R.
5.4.2 Implicit Regression Examples
This section evaluates our method’s ability to perform symbolic regression. We present
examples of equations of curves learned by our method that are not the result of functions,
but are defined implicitly in terms of both x and y.
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Equation of a Circle
The equation
x2 + y2 − 25 = 0
describes the graph of a circle of radius 5, centred at the origin.
To apply the proposed method, we let the real dataset D be the set of points of the form
(cos(t), sin(t)) for 500 values of t uniformly sampled from [0, π], and we let the fake dataset
D′ be a set of 500 randomly chosen points in [−5, 5]2. We let the allowable operators for
the SFL include [id,×, sin], and instructed it to look for equations of 3 tree layers. Our
method was able to produce the implicit equation
−0.088x2 − 0.089y2 + 2.217 = 0
which simplifies to
0.993x2 + 1.000y2 + 25.000 = 0,
as desired. The graph of the true equation and the learned curve are depicted on the left
side of Figure 5.6.
It is interesting to look at the some of the other equations that were found during the
discovery process, such as
0.1353− 3.7516 sin(0.0290x2 + 0.0289y2 − 0.6908) = 0,
or
sin(0.0290x2 + 0.0289y2 − 0.6908) = 0.0361.
Note that although this curve, depicted in the right side of Figure 5.6, fits the desired
points exactly within the training region [−5, 5]2, it clearly includes many other points
outside of the region. This example demonstrates one of the limitations of the proposed
system for implicit symbolic regression, which is also a common limitation for all regression
algorithms: there is no guarantee that the learned function will behave in a desired way
far beyond the region of the training interval.
Oblique Ellipse
The equation
5x2 − 6xy + 5y2 − 12 = 0
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Figure 5.6: Left: the correctly learned implicit equation for the circle x2 + y2 = 25. The
dotted points are the true values and the smooth curve is the learned equation. Right:
a sample “incorrect” equation obtained using our method. Although the regression was
accurate in learning the innermost circle, the resulting equation includes many larger circles
as well.
describes the graph of an ellipse centred at the origin rotated by an angle of π/4, fully
contained within the region [−2, 2]2 ⊆ R2.
We applied our method to perform symbolic regression in order to try and recover this
equation from a dataset of points along the curve. Our training dataset consisting of 100
randomly selected points along the ellipse for the real set D and 100 randomly selected
points in the region [−2, 2]2 as the false set D′. We allowed our SFL to use the operators
[id,×,
√
·] and looked for equations of at most 3 tree layers.
Our method was able to discover the equation
−0.715x2 + 0.852xy − 0.715y2 + 1.719 = 0
which can be simplified as
4.993x2 − 5.947xy + 4.988y2 + 12.000 = 0,
as desired. The graph of the learned equation is depicted overlayed with the true curve in
the left side of Figure 5.7.
In the process of producing the true equation, many incorrect approximate equations
were also generated. This naturally happens because the algorithm evaluated different
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Figure 5.7: Left: the correctly learned implicit equation for the oblique ellipse. The dotted
points are the true values and the smooth curve is the learned equation. Right: a sample
incorrect equation obtained using our method, to illustrate the kind of implicitly defined
equations that may be discovered in the process of finding the best one.
kinds of equations to find the rule to fit the data. One of the incorrect equations is
1.02
√∣∣∣1.25√|−0.02x+ 0.03y − 0.05|+ 1.41√|0.02x− 0.03y − 0.04| − 0.53∣∣∣− 0.12 = 0.
For illustration, the graph of this equation is depicted in the right side of Figure 5.7.
5.5 Summary
In this chapter, we showed how a symbolic function learner can be adapted to discover
mathematical structure underlying a dataset in an unsupervised way. We showed how
this method can be used to learn properties about structured datasets, demonstrating our
technique by recovering some of the well-known laws of geometry with minimal human
intervention.
The implications of this work are significant as it opens new pathways for scientific
discovery in less time and using fewer resources. We note that the unsupervised discovery
approach is not restricted to using our own SFL; it would be interesting to see how other
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symbolic function learning algorithms would perform in the proposed system. Although
our own SFL has shown success in several tasks, we hope to improve its capacity in terms
of accuracy and scalability even further.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions and Future Work
Above every man of knowledge
is one who knows better.
Noble Qur’an, 12:76
We bring this thesis to a close by highlighting the impact of our work and suggesting
some directions for possible future research.
6.1 Impact of this Thesis
We set out with the goal of advancing the state of automating knowledge discovery using
neural networks. In particular, we focused on designing an algorithm for learning formulas
in symbolic mathematics, and presenting several ways in which the algorithm could be
used to discover patterns and relationships between quantitative variables in the world we
live in.
This thesis presented a novel symbolic function learner (SFL) based on ideas from
neural networks to enable deep learning training capabilities. We showed how our SFL
compares competently with existing models in regression tasks, without introducing biases
or heuristics that restrict its application to problems in the domain of the natural sciences.
We also described a number of ways that symbolic function learners, including our
own, can be used to learn mathematical relationships from measured datasets. These tasks
include the discovery of differential equations as well as solving them. While methods for
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both finding and solving differential equations have existed for a long time, our proposed
system both makes use of deep learning and returns symbolic expressions, a combination
that has not been commonly addressed in previous work. Our method is modular and
can accommodate any symbolic function learner, providing a useful testing ground for
evaluating other symbolic regression algorithms.
Furthermore, we presented a method for adapting a symbolic function learner to find
mathematical relationships between measured quantities in an unsupervised way. This
method does not explicitly label any variate as being an output value, bypassing the
assumptions made in standard regression problems about causal relationships. We demon-
strated how this method was able to recover rules of geometry from raw data alone. This
included the law of sines and the Pythagorean theorem, two relationships on measurements
relating to triangles where no variable is necessarily considered an output of a function of
the others.
6.2 Future Research
The work presented in this thesis leads towards the following directions for future research.
Improving Scalability
The SFL we present in Chapter 3 would benefit from improvements in scalability, allowing
it to more robustly handle situations with more input variables, more allowable operators,
and more tree layers. One way this might be done is performing more extensive experiments
to optimize hyperparameters such as initial weight distributions, learning rates, training
protocols, regularization tactics, and others. It may also help to introduce more structural
changes into the architecture itself.
Employing Alternative SFLs
The knowledge discovery tasks presented in this thesis, including the learning and solving
of differential equations and unsupervised rules discovery, lend themselves well for accom-
modating symbolic function learners other than the SFL we introduce in Chapter 3. It is
worth investigating how these methods might perform when provided other symbolic func-
tion learners, including ones based on genetic algorithms as well as other neural network
approaches. This could also become a useful arena for evaluating the strength of symbolic
function learners in other environments than the ones they were designed for.
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Expanding Application Areas
The unsupervised rules learning method of Chapter 5 offers a lot of potential for scientific
and mathematical discovery beyond the domain of geometry that was explored in this
work. The presented method can be applied in other areas and there is great potential in
the kind of formulas and relationships can be learned, recovered, and discovered in other
domains.
6.3 Closing Remarks
Up until recently, little work has been done to incorporate neural networks with symbolic
mathematics. Furthermore, symbolic function learners of all types have not found much use
outside the task of symbolic regression. We hope that this thesis, with its contributions
in symbolic function learning and related applications, will help advance both of these
areas of study. In doing so, we hope that this work will contribute towards the progress of
knowledge discovery as a whole.
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